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Libby North Corridor Study 
 

Public Information Meeting Technical Memorandum 
 

October 17th, 2006 
 
 
SUBJECT: Public Information Meeting Technical Memorandum  
 
TO:  Montana Department of Transportation   
 
FROM:    Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB)  
 
Authors:  Pam Murray (PB), Ron Clegg (PB), Stewart Lamb (PB) 
 
 
Goals of the Public Information Meeting 
• To inform the public of the study and to explain how their input is needed to identify issues 

along the corridor.   
• To obtain a better understanding of the roadway users, local interest of the road, and future 

needs of the corridor.  
• To discuss potential improvements for the roadway. 
• To provide education about corridor planning in general and specifically how it applies to this 

study.  
 
Meeting Description & Context 
Lincoln County requested the public meetings be a formal presentation given by the project team.  
The County also recommended that a question and answer period be allowed to generate public 
participation and a informal open house setting could follow the question and answer period.  The 
October 17th meeting followed the recommendations of Lincoln County.  A PowerPoint 
presentation was provided by PB with additional comments provided by MDT staff.   A question 
and answer session followed the formal PowerPoint presentation.  Then the public was invited to 
provide written comments on comment cards or write directly on aerial maps of the study corridor. 
This was the first public information meeting related to the Libby North Corridor Study.  There 
were 23 people signed in and 5 written comments were received at the meeting. Some attendees 
indicated that they would mail their comment cards later. 

 
Meeting Location:    The meeting was held October 17 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at Libby City Hall in 
the Ponderosa Room, 952 E. Spruce Street. 
 
Audience:  Those in attendance included property owners along the corridor, business owners, 
residents of Libby, and representatives from special interest groups.  Copies of the sign-in sheets 
are included in the appendix as part of these meeting notes. 
 



                                                     
                                                   
Public Notification:  
Letters were sent to property owners two weeks before the meeting.  Additional notification was 
put out by MDT’s PI office in a state-wide press release, notification was posted on the study 
website, and paid advertising was put in the Montanian and The Western News:  
The Montanian is published once a week on Wednesdays:  2 ads ran –Wed. Sept 20, and Wed. 
Oct 11.  
The Western News – is published on Wednesdays and Fridays:  3 ads ran –Wed. Sept 27, Wed. 
Oct 4, and Fri. Oct 13.  A copy of the approved ad is in the appendix. 
 
NOTE:   A local reporter misrepresented the starting time in an article they wrote about the 
upcoming meeting. Consequently, two attendees came to meeting before the actual start time. 
The reporter based her information on the press release but posted the time as one hour earlier. 
This article is in the appendix. 
 
Meeting Format: 
A thirty minute formal PowerPoint presentation was given by Ron Clegg (PB) with assistance 
from Shane Stack, Lynn Zanto, and Jean Riley, all of MDT.  Shane opened the meeting and 
provided background to the project.  A copy of the PowerPoint presentation is included in the 
appendix.  The PowerPoint served as a guide for discussion, to provide information, and to 
stimulate public participation.  The public provided comments and participated in the discussion.  
Following the presentation Ron opened the meeting to questions.  A summary of the questions 
and answers is below.  The public was then invited to tables with the aerial maps and asked to 
write comments directly on the maps.  Project staff was available to answer questions and assist 
with writing comments.   
 
Handouts Include: 
The handouts provided to the public at the meeting include the newsletter, a study area map, the 
list of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) and comment forms.   
 
Project Team attendees at the Meeting:  Shane Stack (MDT), Lynn Zanto (MDT), Jean Riley 
(MDT), Tom Kahle (MDT). Ron Clegg (PB), Stewart Lamb (PB), and Pam Murray(PB).   
 
 
Meeting Summary 
23 people signed in and attended the meeting.  Approximately 5 corridor property owners 
attended with 15 other Libby residents. The other 3 attendees were from Lincoln County and the 
Forest Service.  A total of 5 written comment forms were turned in at the meeting.   Copies of the 
sign in sheet and power-point presentation are in the appendix. 
 
Shane Stack (MDT) opened the meeting and provided a background to the history of HWY 567 
Pipe Creek Road study. This need for improvement was first identified by Lincoln County through 
the County’s secondary roads nomination process. This nomination process is how local 
governments make MDT aware of their priorities for local transportation improvements.   
Originally, the Pipe Creek Road study of 2002 was proposed as a major project which anticipated 
widening and reconstruction.  The project proceeded forward in this direction and survey work 
and initial environmental analysis was initiated.  The project area that was considered for this 
original major project was from the Bobtail Cutoff Road, MP 6.1, to Loon Lake Road, MP 17.   



                                                     
                                                   
 
During implementation of the major project on Pipe Creek, a Court’s ruling of a lawsuit regarding 
the Rock Creek Mine in the Cabinet-Yaak area brought the Pipe Creek project to a stop. The 
reason for this is because the Court’s ruling indicated no additional loss of grizzly bears can be 
handled in the Cabinet-Yaak ecosystem without placing the future existence of the grizzly bears 
in a precarious situation.  Transportation projects shown to increase direct and indirect impacts to 
grizzly bears that could result in a grizzly loss have the potential to create a significant liability for 
the permitting agency. MDT evaluated the ruling and its impacts on Pipe Creek and decided not 
to proceed with the project as originally planned, but instead to step back and propose a planning 
study that would first identify the environmental, engineering and safety issues to determine if a 
project is feasible for the corridor.  The result of the step back is the current planning study, which 
is a good approach because this process includes meeting with the public, identifying issues and 
thoroughly identifying the significant environmental constraints.      
 
Shane provided a background into the current funding situation for Pipe Creek Road.  He 
indicated that costs to do an EIS are increasing as well as construction costs but the pool the 
funding is not increasing to keep up with these costs. Total reconstruction of the roadway is very 
costly given the geotechnical issues, stream crossing, and widening the road to 26 feet would 
require additional right of way.  The environmental issues associated with a full reconstruct would 
be very significant. 
 
The corridor planning process was explained and discussed.  Lynn provided insight on MDT’s 
approach to corridor planning for this study.  Lynn indicated that the planning process is useful in 
this situation since the original project was deemed to be too costly and impactive and MDT 
wanted to look closely at the corridor to identify the problems and see what could possibly be 
done.  
 
Jean provided input regarding the grizzly bear recovery zone.  She indicated that the study is in 
the distribution area but outside the recovery zone.  The recovery zone is important because of 
regulations governing the impacts to grizzly bears and habitat.  The Silver Creek lawsuit also has 
heightened the awareness of the recovery zone.   Jean indicated the grizzly recovery zone 
boundary on the map needs to be updated to the current Forest Service maps.   
 
Ron told the audience that this public meeting is the first of two public meetings.  The second 
public meeting will be held in March 2007.  The purpose of the second meeting will be to present 
the study findings and facilitate discussion on the potential improvement options identified for the 
corridor.   
 
 

Summary of Questions and Answers 
The following is a summary of the questions and answers discussion that followed the formal 
presentation.   
 
Questions asked by the Public: 

Q Why study just a 14-mile segment of the roadway? 



                                                     
                                                   

Shane indicated the project limits were defined in this way because the road can be 
more fully improved to mile post 6.1. North of 20.1 is the grizzly bear recovery area, 
which because of the Silver Creek Mine lawsuit, transportation improvements will be 
difficult to achieve.  In was indicated to the public that Western Federal lands has a 
project north of our corridor and the project us currently on hold until the outcomes of the 
corridor plan are finalized.  

 

Q What roadway design standards are required to be met? Can they be met on this road? Are 
there allowable exceptions?  Can spot improvements be done? 

 Shane discussed the federal requirements for roadway widening and improvements. He 
stated the widening standards would be a 12 foot road with 2 foot shoulders and a 4/1 
slope for cuts and fills.  A number of curves on the roadway do not meet federal 
requirements for sight distances and therefore they would need to be brought into 
conformance.  Improvement projects would need to comply with federal environmental 
standards for projection of endangered species, which would require significant 
coordination the Fish & Wildlife Service for bull trout, grizzlies, and other protected 
wildlife.   

 Shane said the environmental constraints of the corridor are significant.  A meeting will 
be held on October 19th with the regulatory agencies to determine the extent of the 
constraints.  He indicated it would be would be a difficult and very costly task to fully 
reconstruct the corridor. 
Shane also talked about design exceptions because the public wanted to know if spot 
improvements could be done without having to bring the entire road up to standard.    
The public gave the example of the patch and seal project that the Forest Service did a 
few years ago.  They said that project was a success and that it helped significantly.  The 
public wanted to know if other similar things could be done.  Their greatest concern is 
safety and if safety can be improved by spot improvements then maybe that is the best 
improvement project they can hope for given the high cost and environmental constraints.   
Shane indicated that design exceptions can be considered for the corridor.  The process 
is somewhat cumbersome and a good justification will be required.    

 

Q In this planning process, will alternatives be identified?  Will they be based on cost, 
environmental Issues, safety Issues, and maintenance options?  

Because this is a planning study we can look at all the potential improvement options 
that meet the needs of the corridor.  We are at the point of identifying the issues and 
concerns and doing preliminary engineering and environmental analysis. 

 

Q Will this study address the whole road or just issues? 
This study addresses the issues and concerns that are identified in the study area.  
Recommendations will be made as a result of the study.  Potential improvements will be 
considered if they are both feasible and warranted for the study area.   
 

Q What are the costs of making improvements? 
Shane indicated a ballpark cost of 25 to 35 million dollars for a full rebuild effort.  The 
costs to do these projects are continuing to increase while the available funds are not 
increasing.  Money for this project is made available on a competitive basis.        

 

Q If you use State only dollars, then what?   



                                                     
                                                   

It is difficult to obtain funds purely from the State. The problem is the lack of funds at the 
State level and the large number of projects that compete for those funds.   If somehow 
State funds were obtained for the project and spot improvements were the recommended 
course of action, we would still be required to make improvements in accordance with 
MEPA which is similar to NEPA environmental federal standards.  

 

Q If a total reconstruct is so expensive are there enough funds for the project? 
No funds are currently available for the full rebuild project.  It might be easier to obtain 
funds for spot improvements that are not as expensive to construct.  We will not lower the 
design speeds just to get something done.    
   

Q If the full reconstruct is too costly now then what can be done in the future?  
This is what the corridor planning study is trying to accomplish.  Hopefully, we can 
identify a few options that are cost effective and address the needs of the corridor. The 
goal of this project is to choose and spend wisely.   

 

Q After this feasibility study is completed done, then what? 
It will probably take 5 to 7 years from now for the planning, environmental work and then 
construction can begin.  The environmental document will take time, right of way 
acquisitions also take time.  However, some short term improvements can happen as a 
result of this study that can help.   

 

Issues and Comments by the Public 
 The following issues were identified as a result of the public meeting, from comment cards, and 

from comments written on the aerial maps 
• Pipe Creek road is the most direct access for emergency services to the Yaak. 
• A few issues were raised by a commercial trucker who uses the road daily and all year 

round: 
 The roadway safety is the most important concern.  Winter travel is the most 

dangerous time to travel.  The road is in many areas is not wide enough.  The 
roadway curves are dangerous.  As a commercial driver, poor roadbed issues are 
hard on the equipment. There have been a number of close mishaps with other 
motorists.  Increase in population is a concern for capacity on such a small roadway.  
If the road is only improved to Turner Mountain then the roadway north of there will 
be more of a hazard because is will continue to deteriorate.  The road violated driver 
expectation in many areas.  The road is  “Not a good thing the way it is.” 

• If nothing is done the pavement in 5 years will be worse (very poor). 
• The road has no center line to separate traffic.  Most people drive in the middle of the 

road and oncoming traffic poses a danger as it drifts into existing traffic.   
• There are a number of blind corners.   
• In the winter time, the snow plow only plows one lane and it is very dangerous to have 

only one lane open with oncoming traffic.  This is becoming a bigger problem all the time 
since the interest in the ski resort is growing.   

• Snow storage and the removal of snow is an issue for the corridor.   
• Recreational traffic to access the forest lands is increasing roadway traffic.  



                                                     
                                                   

• The aesthetics of roadway improvements is a concern. 
• Recent overlay by the Forest Service was a big improvement. 
• Heavy water build up on spring just south of East Fork Pipe Creek 
• If MDT waits too long to do anything on Pipe Creek the costs would be so high that 

projects could become unfeasible.  
• Most people use the whole road because there is no center line.    
• Issues identified near MP19-20 

o Need new guard rail  
o The roadway is narrow through this section 
o There are a number of short sight distances around curves. 
o The road often ices over in the shady spots 

• Issues identified near MP 16  
o A narrow road with poor visibility and a blind hump.   

• Issues identified near MP 13  
o A number of deer hits occurred in this area.   

• Issues identified near MP 12-11  
o The roadway needs a wider clearing. 
o Current construction traffic is a problem in this area.  

• Issues identified near MP 11  
o This area is known to have problems with rock fall. 

• Issues identified near MP 9.5  
o This road is difficult to drive because the road leans away from curve. 

 

• Recommended Improvements by the Public  
• The public indicated that striping the roadway would be a significant help to improving 

driving safety on the roadway.   
• Use minimal standards and design exceptions to mitigate for potential impacts at various 

spot locations.   
• A recommendation was made to clear the corridor by removing brush, trees that are 

located too close to the roadway.  
• Do something to address the shady areas near MP 19-20 that allow icy conditions to 

occur on roadway.  
• Roadway pavement and surface improvements needed throughout the corridor.  The 

public liked what the Forest Service did in improving the road.   
• Maintain top speed of roadway between 45mph and 55 mph. 
• Improve snow removal and storage by allowing more than one lane to be open during the 

winter.   
• Improve dangerous curves by improving sight distances.   
• Improve the general safety of the corridor.  
• New methods to remove snow like a snow-blower may work better than a plow. 
• Parking is recommended for snowmobiles at the East Fork Pipe Creek.  



                                                     
                                                   

• The current alignment is good.   
• A band-aid approach to roadway improvements may be good enough for the corridor.  
• The winter roadway maintenance, sanding, and plowing is getting better in the last few 

years but the County needs more money to make it safe. 
• Improve the roadway area near the resort first. The area gets lots of winter use for autos 

and snowmobiles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                     
                                                   
 
 

APPENDIX 
 
Contents 
• Sign in sheets (on file in project files) 
 
• Hand Outs 

o Frequently Asked Questions 
o Newsletter 
o Comment Form (on file in project files) 

• Advertising Materials 
o Property Owner Letters (on file in project files) 
o Mailing List (names only of property owners) 
o Official Press Release 
o Paid Advertisements 
 

• PowerPoint Presentation (on file in project files) 
 
• Map (on file in project files) 

o 11x17 of Study Corridor 
 
 
 
 
 
 













Property Owner Name 
AGUE JOHN T JR & SUSAN J 
ALKIRE BRYAN & LINDA 
ANDERSON MARK D & 
BALDWIN BRADLEY O & KAREN S 
BASFORD STEVEN M & THERESA D 
BECK JOHN T & LAURIE ELIZABETH 
BEE DEANNA L 
BERGET ANTHONY J 
BLACKSTON HENRY D & GAIL M 
BRATKOVICH ALAN A 
BRESEE CHARLES J III & CONNIE 
BRINEGAR TAMMY A & WILLIAM S 
BURNETT MELVIN C & JUDITH L 
BURRIER RAY & MARY JO 
BURRIER RAY JR & MARY JO 
BURRIER RAYMOND H JR & MARY JO 
BURRIER RAYMOND H JR & MARY JO 
CAIN CLEM R JR 
CALKIN IOLA E & LYNN B 
CASEY GRAYSON L & KAREN S 
CC & SBJ LLC 
CHAPMAN CHRISTOPHER TERRY & 
CHASEY THOMAS M & MARY E 
COLE DAVID J & CYNTHIA L 
COMER TERRI L & 
CONN ROBERT C & SHIRLEY E 
CRATER BEN & TRACEY 
CROUCHER KURT CHARLES & KLINT & 
CARRIE 
DRAKE KENNETH L & JOAN E 
DRAKE RAMONA & KENNETH & 
DUNNING DENNIS W & DIANNE MCCO 
FEHRS KIMBALL L & DEBORAH H 
FENECH WILLIAM J 
FOWLER KAREN L & 
GIBSON GLENN & THERESE 
GILSTRAP JOLENE 
GOUCHER DARLENE R 
GROVER WOODBURY L & MARILYN J 
HARMON WILLIAM D & MICHELLE R 
HAYES JAMES W 
HERRMANN JOHN P 
HUTTON ELEANOR J 
JAMES BEVERLY A 
KAMENA ROBERT F & SUE A 
KING ARIC A & KATHRYN J & 
KUJAWA LOREN JAMES & BARBARA A 
LAPKA SCOTT A & CYNTHIA L 
LUNDIN RUSSELL A 

LYNCHARD RODNEY E & DEBBIE D 
MARRIOTT JAMES & PEGGY 
MCKENZIE CO INC 
MOHR BRUCE E 
MOHR MERLYN & BRUCE & DALE 
MUNRO DREW N & JULIE 
NEISESS JOSEPH D JR & SONYA A 
NOBLE CHRISTOPHER & 
ONEIL JAMES LELAND & 
PARKER ROBERT A & JESSIE M 
PERSON JON E & SUE F & 
PETERSON MICHAEL D & JOANI M 
PIVAL ROBERT R 
PLUM CREEK TIMBERLANDS LP 
POULIN JOSEPH F & ELIZABETH AN 
PRAUSE WILLIAM C 
PURDY ARTHUR T & 
RACICOT JAMES V 
RACICOT JAMES V & CHARLES L & 
RAMLO JAY M 
RUDIG RICHARD D & SHARRON D 
SCHILE PHILIP & BARBARA 
SCHMIDT MICHAEL C 
SEBER GLENN M  
SICHTING FRED JR & KIMBERLY L 
SICHTING FRED R & DIXIE L 
SICHTING JAMES G 
SIEVERS JOHN P 
SIEVERS PAUL D 
STUBBS CALVIN R & THERESA A 
TARBERT ERNEST F & HELEN E 
VANSICKLE RICHARD C & DEBRA L 
VIGNALI EMIL A & NANCY A 
WARNER JEROME L & KAREN S 
WATSON DAVID R & MARTA L TTEES 
WISE HAROLD & MARY 
WOOD ROY & JAN M 
WRIGHT WADE L & CORINNE L 
ZEARFOSS JACK H II  
ZWANG DAVID & DEBORAH 
Hanson Pat & Maury Anderson 
ZWANG Bruce 
Williams Peggy & Duane 
Altman Gary 
Anderson David 
Morey Jim 
PURDY ARTHUR T  
Jeresek Jon 
Senator Aubyn Curtiss 
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Montana Department of Transportation 
 

 
Jim Lynch, Director 

Brian Schweitzer, Governor 
 

 
September 21, 2006 
  
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 

For more information: 
Dwane Kailey, Missoula District Administrator, 406-523-5802 
Jean Riley, Environmental Unit Bureau Chief, 406-444-9456 
Tom Kahle, Project Manager, 406-444-9211 
Annell Fillinger, Community Outreach, 406-458-9065 
 

 
Meeting slated to discuss corridor planning study – Highway 567 in 

Lincoln County  
 

The Montana Department of Transportation (MDT) is conducting a public meeting to 
discuss a Corridor Planning Study regarding 14 miles of Highway 567 also known as Pipe 
Creek Road north of Libby, beginning at milepost 6.1 (Bobtail Cutoff Road) and 
extending to milepost 20.10 (Turner Mountain Road).  The doors will open at 6 pm with 
the presentation beginning at 6:30 pm on Tuesday, October 17, 2006, at the Ponderosa 
Room in City Hall, 952 E. Spruce Street in Libby. 
 
Community participation is a very important part of the process, and the public is 
encouraged to attend.  Opinion and comments may also be submitted in writing at the 
meeting, by mail to Tom Kahle, Project Manager, MDT Headquarters, PO Box 201001, 
Helena, MT 59620-1001 or online at www.mdt.mt.gov/mdt/comment_form.shtml.  
Please indicate comments are for Highway 567 Study in Lincoln County.  
 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the existing roadway conditions and safety, and 
determine if improvements are needed for HWY 567 (Pipe Creek Road). The planning 
process will consider the needs of local residents and property owners in Libby and Yaak, 
as well as, the traveling public. Part of the planning process entails the following:  
assessment of the sensitive environmental surroundings of the road, current and future 
traffic volumes and speed, current roadway condition, wildlife crossings, and user safety. 
These findings will determine feasible roadway improvements, if any, that may be needed 
in the future.   
 
MDT attempts to provide accommodations for any known disability that may interfere 
with a person’s participation in any service, program or activity of our department.  If you 
require reasonable accommodations to participate in this meeting, please call Annell 
Fillinger at (406) 458-9065 at least two days before the meeting.  For the hearing 
impaired, the TTY number is (406) 444-7696 or 1-800-335-7592, or call Montana Relay at 
711.  Alternative accessible formats of pertinent information will be provided upon 
request. 
 
------------------------------------------END------------------------------------------------ 









                                                                                                                     
 
 

MEETING NOTES 
Libby North Corridor Study 

 
 
Meeting Name: Agency Coordination Meeting  
 
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2006 
 
Time: 1:00pm-2:30pm 
 
Location: Helena, Montana 
 MDT Planning Building 
   
Organizer: Jean Riley and Ron Clegg 
 
Attendees: Ron Clegg (PB), Stewart Lamb(PB), Tom Kahle(MDT), Jean Riley (MDT),  Lynn Zanto (MDT), 

Wayne Noem (MDT),  Bob Burkhardt (FHWA), Pat Basting (MDT) (Pat called in from Missoula 
via Teleconference), Jeff Ryan (DEQ), Scott Jackson (USFWS), Glen Phillips (FWP) 

 
Purpose of the Meeting: 
The purpose of this meeting was to hold an agency coordination meeting with the resource agencies that have 
jurisdiction over resources in the Libby North study area.  A previous meeting with the U.S. Forest Service 
(USFS) and Lincoln County was held on Tuesday October 17, 2006.  The previous meeting notes are 
summarized and are available for review. Today’s resource meeting provided an opportunity for the project 
team to explain the study to the agencies and receive input from them regarding issues and concerns of 
potentially improving the corridor.   Input received during the meeting will be used in the development of the 
improvement options, and used in the Corridor Study Report.  The discussion of the meeting is summarized 
below.   
 
 
Discussion Items: 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The Libby North study is located along Pipe Creek Road, but outside the area being considered in the Western 
Federal Lands Study1.  The Libby North study area is not located within the Grizzly Bear Habitat Recovery area 
but is located within the Grizzly Bear Distribution area. The study area is between the Bobtail Cutoff Road and 
the Turner Mountain Road (MP 6.1- MP 20.1).     

                                                 
1 The Western Federal Land Study is a planning study performed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to evaluate 
improving the forest highway system in northwest Montana.  The Thompson River Road and Pipe Creek Road are two projects 
identified within the Western Federal Lands Study, many other projects throughout the State are proposed.  For Pipe Creek, the 
Western Federal Lands study area started at mile post 17 and then went over the mountain to the Yaak.  The Western Federal Lands 
Study recommended an Environmental Assessment (EA) for their project on Pipe Creek Road.   



                                                                                                                     
 
This is a planning study to help identify corridor issues and define potential improvements to the Pipe Creek 
Road given the sensitive environmental conditions.  The planning study is overseen by FHWA and MDT.  The 
corridor planning process is a result of SAFETEA-LU’s and FHWA’s intention to better link the planning and 
NEPA process.  Bob Burkhardt provided an explanation and background of this process.  Bob explained the 
planning study is not a NEPA document but instead a process that precedes a NEPA document, if one is needed.  
The planning study can roll into a NEPA document if and when a project is identified.  This can result in a 
significant savings of time and resources.  Savings are achieved because issues are known and options are 
considered before making a determination of a project.  The planning study has a public involvement process 
and an agency coordination process.  This helps to determine needs and issues of the corridor at an early stage.  
The results of this corridor planning process is a report that documents existing conditions, describes issues to 
address, and provides recommendations for improvements options.     
 
The following individuals were recommended as other possible resources for this study. 
 Mike Hensler- Fisheries Biologist FWP (406) 293-4161 ext. 104 
 Bryce Maxwell- Amphibian Specialist  Natural Heritage Program (406) 444-3655 
 Steve Wegner- Forest Service  (406) 293-7773 
 Allan Steinle- Army Corps of Engineers (406) 441-1375 
 Wayne Kasworm- Grizzly Biologist USFWS  (406) 293-4161 ext. 105 
 Kent Laudon- Wolf Biologist FWP (406) 751-4586     
 Anne Vandehey- S.7 Supervisor USFWS (406) 449-5225 ext. 212 
 
GRIZZLY BEAR 
A primary concern in making improvements to the Pipe Creek corridor is the potential of having impacts to 
Grizzly Bears.  The population of Grizzly Bears is declining in the Cabinet-Yaak ecosystem, which has been 
mostly caused by human indirect and direct impacts.  Only 30-40 bears are estimated to remain in the entire 
Cabinet-Yaak ecosystem. Within the past year a female grizzly bear was shot in the Pipe Creek drainage, and a 
male grizzly was removed because of management concerns.   
 
Grizzly Bears are currently listed as threatened but have been determined to warrant endangered status in the 
Cabinet-Yaak ecosystem. Threatened grizzly bears are protected against “take” anywhere they occur.  The legal 
definition of “take” is codified in Section 3 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA); “to harass, harm, pursue, 
hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.”  Most of these 
terms are commonly understood.  However, the terms “harm” and  “harass” have been further defined by 
USFWS regulations at 50 CFR S.17.3, as follows:  “Harass means an intentional or negligent act or omission 
which creates the likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it to such an extent as to significantly disrupt 
normal behavior patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering.”  “Harm means 
an act which actually kills or injures wildlife.  Such acts may include significant habitat modification or 
degradation when it actually kills or injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns 
including breeding, feeding, or sheltering.” 
 
A situation or proposal that may lead to a “take” is not always easy to define.  Projects that increase traffic 
speed or traffic volumes on rural forest roads and that are located in grizzly bear territory are likely to cause 
concerns about possible adverse effects and “take” relative to grizzlies.  Consultation with the US Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) will be necessary if it is determined that the proposed project will affect grizzly 



                                                                                                                     
bears or other federally-listed species.  If the proposed project is likely to result in adverse effects to listed 
species, USFWS will issue a biological opinion in which it is determined:  1) whether or not those adverse 
effects would be likely to jeopardize the continued existence of that species; 2) whether or not any critical 
habitat would be destroyed or adversely modified; 3) whether “take” of any listed species is anticipated from 
the project; and 4) what measures must be taken to minimize that amount of “take.”  
 
A court case relevant to the Pipe Creek study is the Revett Silver Company’s Rock Creek Mine lawsuit.  The 
2003 Rock Creek Mine lawsuit involves land that is located in the Cabinet-Yaak ecosystem.  The lawsuit 
focuses on impacts to bears and other protected fish and wildlife.  The Court ruled that the grizzly population in 
the Cabinet-Yaak ecosystem is in peril and the USFWS was arbitrary or capricious in determining that the mine 
would not jeopardize grizzly bears or bull trout.   The litigants argued that the indirect impacts associated with 
the mine and human activity will deleteriously impact the bear population, a bear population that can not sustain 
additional loss.  The Court agreed and halted the project.  In the meantime, the Rock Creek Mine has submitted 
an approximately $30 million mitigation package that includes enforcement, education, dedication of bear 
habitat conservation property, and other items.  This could change the outcome of the lawsuit and it could be a 
potential example for future mitigation possibilities.   MDT could possibly participate in the Rock Creek 
mitigation plan with either a cash or land dedication once the details are worked out.    
 
With regards to the Grizzly Bear situation in Pipe Creek, research has shown that the upper areas of the Pipe 
Creek drainage are included within the home ranges for several Grizzly Bears and the lower areas in the 
drainage are not frequently visited by bears. The higher areas for home range are roughly from M.P. 17 and 
over to the Yaak.  The lower areas are M.P. 17 and below to M.P. 6.1.   
 
Improvement projects proposed on Pipe Creek Road that are identified for the areas higher in the drainage could 
have more impact on bears and result in greater likelihood for a “take” than improvement projects proposed in 
the lower areas of the Pipe Creek drainage.   A full reconstruct and widening of Pipe Creek Road could result in 
a  “take” of grizzly bears.  On the other hand, a project simply proposing roadway striping on Pipe Creek Road 
is not likely to be a problem. Spot improvements, depending on the extent and location in the drainage, may 
possibly be feasible without adverse effects to grizzlies.   To receive the best input and direction from USFWS, 
the improvement options were recommended to be grouped together.  The group of improvements will be 
evaluated with respect to the indirect and direct impacts to bears.   
 
The USFWS will evaluate all the options and determine if grizzly bear “take” is likely to occur due to the 
project.  Relevant factors could include, but are not limited to, traffic volumes, vehicle speed, and widening in 
areas that are sensitive to bears.  The process is not black and white but rather it involves significant 
discretionary and professional judgment.     
 
CONERVATION BANKING AND WILDLIFE CREDITING 
A discussion was also held about conservation banking and wildlife crediting.  The question was raised about 
conservation banking for Grizzly Bears.  One obstacle to conservation banking for bears is the Court’s decree 
that justifying more “take” in the Cabinet-Yaak ecosystem would be very difficult.  Additional “take” could 
jeopardize the viability of the bear population.   The other obstacle is the difficult process necessary to set up 
the bank.  It is difficult to assign a dollar amount to a bear and significant coordination with other resource 
agencies would be required.  In support of mitigation banking is the current Rock Creek Mine mitigation 
proposal.  This may help better define future mitigation strategies.  Examples of mitigation projects in other 



                                                                                                                     
states, such as the Prairie Dogs in Utah, were discussed to provide background to possible scenarios that could 
be used. 
                          
 
BULL TROUT 
Critical habitat for the bull trout was designated for Pipe Creek over the last year.  This means that Pipe Creek 
and live tributaries are protected against impacts that negatively impact the spawning or mortality of bull trout 
(See USFS comment from October 17 meeting).  Critical habitat regulations also apply to private property.  
Although there is no critical habitat designated on USFS lands; effects caused by actions on those lands must be 
considered in regard to critical habitat.  The East Fork of Pipe Creek was indicated as the most important 
tributary of the five or six other tributaries.  It was also recommended that the number of stream crossings need 
to be identified as part of this study. One bridge and two bottomless culverts are thought to be located along the 
corridor.  
 
LYNX  
The Pipe Creek drainage is known habitat for threatened Canada lynx. Lynx are rarely seen but are known to be 
in the area.  Impacts to lynx would need to be evaluated for any improvement proposal.  A recommendation was 
made to check with the USFS for lynx population and habitat data in the Pipe Creek area. 
 
WOLF 
The Cabinet-Yaak mountains and Pipe Creek area are known habitat for endangered gray wolves.  The wolf 
population is on the increase and the population is thriving.  Impacts to wolves need to be studied as part of any 
improvement project.  Contact should be made with the MFWP wolf biologist for additional information 
regarding habitat and impacts.     
 
WATER QUALITY 
Pipe Creek is not a 303 D listed stream and is therefore in good water quality condition.  The biggest concern 
about water quality in Pipe Creek is the use of Magnesium Chloride applications for snow melting on Pipe 
Creek Road.  Magnesium Chloride should not be used.  Snow that is removed from the roadway should not be 
pushed or blown into the creek.   The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) recommends the use of 
MDT’s Draft Winter Maintenance Guidelines for the roadway.  An MDT contact for information on the 
guidelines is Dan Williams.   DEQ recommends the following: 

• Bridges should not allow sanding material drop through the deck and go directly into the creek.  
• Use curb and gutter on the bridges to channel runoff away from the bridge and creek. 
• The removal of an excessive number of trees adjacent to the stream could potentially increase the 

water temperature in Pipe Creek.  
• Move Pipe Creek Road away from the creek to avoid roadway runoff and sediments entering the 

creek. 
• Use design features on the roadway that will capture runoff and sediment and prevent it from 

directly entering the creek. 
• Minimize riparian loss and stabilize side slopes. 
• Avoid disturbing existing stream bank stabilizations. 



                                                                                                                     
•  

 
OTHER COMMENTS 
Pat Basting indicated that he will send a report titled “Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee Report.” This report 
will provide additional background into the concerns with grizzly bears.  Also it was recommended that one of 
the improvement options that should be studied is an option to make the road less desirable to drive.  This might 
include slower design speeds, etc. 
 
We discussed the possibility of having another meeting in January to discuss the preliminary findings of this 
study.  Those in attendance seemed to support this idea.  PB will follow up with MDT on this.  
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Agenda (on file in project files) 
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SUMMARY OF STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS

Questions for Libby North Study Area 
Stakeholders

Sub-Category -- E = 
Environment; C = 
Community; B = Business

How often do you travel 
on Pipe Creek Road 

(reference post 6.1- 20.1) 
between Libby and 

Yaak?

What is the primary 
purpose for your travel 

on this road (i.e. 
recreation, work, 
shopping, etc.)?

What do you see as the 
biggest obstacle to 
traveling Pipe Creek 

Road?

Do you have specific 
safety concerns 

associated with traveling 
this roadway?

What is your experience 
with traffic on this road?

Do the seasons affect 
your use of this road?  If 

yes, please explain.

How often do you 
encounter (or see) 

wildlife while traveling 
this road?

Please describe 
locations, species and 
condition of wildlife.

Are you aware of any 
proposed development in 

the area?

Any other specific issues 
or concerns with Pipe 

Creek Road?

Can you provide us with any 
specific data or information 

to help support the 
information you have given 

to us?

Bruce Zwang, Turner Mtn Resort B At least weekly   winter -- 
4x/week spring-fall -- 1x/week

Operate the ski area at Turner 
Mountain

Narrowness of road/dangerous 
corners

Condition of existing 
asphalt/width of road/certain 
corners

Certain times have heavy 
traffic/open & close times have 
heavy traffic/road conditions can 
be tough to pass other 
cars/sometimes people end up in 
the ditch/vehicles get too close 
to roadway to pass

Definitely/county is responsive to 
plow in past 5 yrs/Only a 
grader/sand it/ Resort folks also 
plow

Regularly see white tail 
deer/Occasionally see moose & 
black bear/No specific location to 
cross/No sights of wolves or lynx

See previous answer. No/Subdivision activity near MP 
17 No No specifics about accidents running 

off of the road

Bill Patten, St. John's Lutheran Hospital B
Once a month going to Red 
Dog/Year round for friends & 
agriculture

Pleasure Currently/maintenance, repair 
and width of road

Not for myself/Professionally for 
ambulance depending on the 
time of year/Snowmobilers on 
the road/No edge to 
roadway/Limited visiblity on 
turns

Not much of an issue/People are 
courteous and pull over due to 
width of road/No really good 
places to pull over

I travel it more in Spring and 
Fall/No active skiers

See deer all over, but not on the 
road

Do not know specifics/Individual 
home sites from Red Dog in

If the state is looking for rehab for 
the road (potholes & surface) they 
should include developed essential 
services

Road should be upgraded and 
widened for emergency 
services/Contact Dr. Gary Harding, 
Dr. Kneller and Dr. Jay Maloney at 
main hospital number for details on 
ambulance service record in this 
area.

Jay Ramlo, Property Owner C & E 20 times a year -- moved to 
Helena

Recreation -- plan to live up 
there in the future Poor sight distance

Yes -- sight distance -- I can't 
see my property approach at MP 
13. There is a small stream with 
the new pipe it raised the grade 
of road, 100 feet from driveway.  
Now I have to be extra careful to 
see approaching motorists.

Traffic is restricted. Lower speed 
due to snowmobile traffic in 
winter. It is a narrow road.Traffic 
increases significantly from 
Libby to ski hill on weekends.

75% of the time

Small game:mountain grouse & 
turkey. Deer, moose and elk in 
winter. Occasional black bear & 
grizzly bear.

No, it is limited/Only 3>150 are 
homesteads/Property value has 
increased/Not much private land

No, but process/In 1999 the ball 
was dropped on the last project and
you can't get info/Shane's 
Secondary Standards quote 
shaved me/they were not prepared

Get road fixed -- he and his 
neighbors agree. Environment issues 
- preserve bull trout mitigate 
possibilities. The bear issue is 
overblown and MDT is over 
cautious.He wants to do a 
conservation easement with his 
property.

Ron Higgins, Lincoln County School Superintendent B
Once a month. I usually use Hwy 
2 which is 13 miles north, I use it 
for safety & it is faster.

Work related & own property -- 
50% #1 -- SAFETY

20 mile an hour turns, traffic. 
One lane road in some areas. 
Not many safe places to meet on 
coming traffic.

It is hard on blind corners. 
People use the center of the 
road as it is so narrow. There are 
no guardrails and steep banks.

Yes -- I won't travel it in winter 
due to roadway conditions. Often.

Deer, moose, bobcat kittens 
(once), black bear, I've not seen 
a grizzly. Not many dead 
animals.

No, so little private ground 
available

Needs to be rebuilt. Quite a few 
families live near Bobtail and 
students go to Libby. About 25 
homes are year round/Coon Lake. 

Bus stop at Bobtail turn off/Libby 
School District has routes -- 406-293-
8811 -- Kirby Maki

Jerry Wolcot, Plum Creek Timberland  B

Business is Timber 
Mgmt/Hauling, 2-10 loads of logs 
per day, 400-700 loads annually. 
Log trucks are 28 tons per load 
and 60 feet long.

Log hauling.  Woods area by 
Pipe Creek to Hwy 37 then Hwy 
2 or to Eureka

The narrow roadway.  No 
shoulders.  Inadequate base and 
surface material.  Sharp curves 
(in this order).  16 foot road with 
shoulders could work.

Just the narrow road and 
inclement weather.

Generally, people drive 
prudently, but some drive too 
fast.

No specific pattern.  Summer 
and Fall mostly used.  Most 
people who live there are aware 
of  truck traffic on the road.

Every trip.

Primarily deer, elk, bear, 
mountain lions, squirrels.  
Private contractors do not track 
animal hits.

Nothing specific.  80 acres + 160 
acres potential land sale parcels 
down low.  No specific 
development plans.  MP 16, 18 
has some development.

No
Excel file -- loads per quarter for 
2004, 2005 and 2006.  Contact him if 
we want this information.

Scott Erickson, Rosauers Grocery B

Personally more during 
hunting/ski season.  Two times 
per month.  Customers go this 
way.  Employees live near Red 
Dog.

Recreation and wood gathering.
In my experience, narrow and 
curvy, it winds.  Lack of parking 
above Bobtail.  Ice build up.

Ice buildup.  Narrow. Sharp 
curves.

Always encounter some other 
motorists.  People cut curves.  
People drive down center of 
roadway.

Yes, go to ski but it is the worst 
time for roadway conditions. Almost every time.

Deer, bobcat, birds, grause, elk, 
black bear, coyote.  Some deer 
killed at side of road near MP 16; 
Lodgepole, prior to Lion Lake 
Road.

I have seen property for sale.  
Pipe Creek to Mill Creek.  
Several acres available; just 
before Lion Lake.  Family cabin 
up there.

Beginning four years ago the 
plowing was much improved in 
winter.  Old road grates.  To plow 
up and over to Yaak there are too 
few people. But they would shop in 
Libby more frequently if road were 
plowed. 

Cherokee Flats folks go to Libby to 
shop.  Lots of money in Yaak -- they 
want to be private

Bill Martin, Cabinet Resource Group E
Not a regular user but has used 
this roadway frequently in the 
past.

Direct route to Yaak to Libby.  
Lives at Lake Creek near Troy.  
Used to work in forest and 
worked as a contractor for forest 
service.  Last winter was the last 
time.  Does not use a great deal.

Winter weather -- dangerous at 
top (near Yaak north of study 
area).

No.  Does nto mind going slower 
and enjoying the view. Not much.  Rarely passes a car.

Yes.  Tries to avoid winters.  
Two main groups use:  1) Libby 
to ski resort; 2) Yaak to Libby.  
Lots of people in Yaak shop in 
Bonner's Ferry, ID.

Not quite 50% of the time.

Deer, anywhere to every where.  
Moose by creek by Summit 
Pond (marsh).  Bear once long 
ago.  Saw a bear on his porch 
last night (11/07/06).

Ongoing upgrades to ski resort.

Okay with upgrades Libby to ski 
resort.  Beyond ski resort, okay 
with the way it is and wants to keep 
it that way.  Leave the road alone 
north of  the ski resort.  It is safe 
and comfortable.  Keep primitive 
frontier.

Western news owner was very 
cooperative -- Paul Burton.

Michael Garrity, Alliance for Wild Rockies, Helena E Rarely -- took photos of the hwy 
for MDT. Recreation there is no obstacle People driving too fast and 

passing on blind corners. No problem Yes -- I've only traveled this 
roadway in the summer. Yes. Deer.

Residential development -- more 
in general. (did not offer 
specifics)

Has the TMDL been completed 
303d not one.  1) Bull trout and 2) 
Grizzly habitat -- that bears can still 
cross roadway.

Louisa Wilcox, Natural Resource Defense Council, 
Bozeman E Interested in grizzly bear 

recovery.
Our organization is interested in 
grizzly recovery in the area

No answer given assumed this is 
not relevant to organization. Bear safety Never driven road. not applicable not applicable

This is a known grizley bear 
recovery area, our organization 
is concerned about bear habitat 
and recovery.

no answer given

Not per se with the road.  Roadway 
improvments could contribute to 
cumulative impacts to bear habitat 
which could impede recovery 
efforts.  

Grizzly literature -- recent studies -- 
Key  Core Habitat -- David Madsen --  
Troy Merrill -- scale of map -- habitat 
needs to connect with something 
beneficial for bears.

Malcolm Edwards, Libby Ranger District B Once a week all year. Work related -- in forest district
Sight distance/Pavement 
conditions of road/shaded in the 
winter, so it is icy.

No answer given
Sight distance/Pavement 
conditions of road/shaded in the 
winter, so it is icy.

No, travel all year long for work 
& recreation Everytime. Deer. No answer given

Good to keep rural character of the 
road -- Better sight distances -- 
Improve curves -- Open the road to 
allow sunshine to melt snow and 
ice.

No.

Sarah Canepa, Yaak Valley Forest Council, Troy E

I live in the northern recovery 
zone (north of the study area) I 
travel to Libby 4x per week.  In 
our organization members travel 
this roadway 4 or 5 x per week.

I use the road to travel from 
work to home.  People in the org 
use it to go to Libby to get 
groceries.

In the summer speed with the 
roadway condition slowing you 
down.  In the winter (if the road 
is plowed) drivers safety.

#1 drop offs -a few guardrails 
would help. #2 passing opposing 
traffic.

Traffic is not significant, passing 
is a danger -width of road for 
passing is an issue, locals are in 
a hurry and "know the road" but 
it is dangerous to speed on this 
road, snowmobiles also use this 
roadway -especially near Turner 
Mtn.

I travel the road less in the 
winter and at night because I do 
not have confidance on this 
road. I primarily use 508 in 
winter. Using this road in winter 
depends on driver confidance, 
storms-snow accumulation and 
vehicle 4x4 abilities. 

Deer increase at night, I see 
more wildlife on 508 and at the 
lower section of Pipe Creek 
(Bobtail). Sightings of Black 
Bear, Bobcat, Mtn. Lion.

On 508 and lower Pipe Creek by 
Bobtail.  I see less wildlife in 
upper Pipe Cr because it is steep
and animals cannot easily 
access the roadway. 

Private land is being sold with 
more homes/cabins going in. If 
power were to go through it 
would quickly develop.  I 
wouldn't be surprised if Turner 
Mtn expands.

Our organization is concerned with 
aesthetics of the road.  We want it 
to keep the current aesthetic look, 
avoid road cuts, use natural stone 
walls for retaining. We are 
concerned with the wildlife and 
fisheries -this is a bull trout stream, 
we don't want sediment problems 
associated with roadway 

Drainage and water shead data 
should be studied -get from natural 
resources, forest service and related 
agencies.

Rod Kramer, Adventure Cycling, Missoula B 
Bike tours -this is an area our 
organization suggests as a good 
place to ride. I personally (bike) 
ride this road once a year.

recreation and touring Weather is the biggest obstacle 
to using this road.

Only specific in winter 
conditions. Traffic is not significant. Only in summer.

I almost always see some form 
of wildlife (but he was not 
specific).

No No specific issues. None offered.

Tony Barget, Mayor of Libby C & B About 3 times per month.

I use the road to travel to my 
property up the Yaak, to take my 
kids skiing, for work (he owns 
and operates a pump business).

Narrow roadway. Motorist safety because the road 
is so narrow with blind corners.

In the study area, I generally see 
5 to 10 cars which is more than 
you see above Tuner Mtn.

If the weather is bad in the winter 
I avoid it -I use the roadway 
more in the summer.

I don't see much dead deer -it 
seems less deer in this area than 
on other roadways like the 
highway between Libby and 
Kalispell.

Not offered. No
Grizzly are more in the Yaak as 
bear in general than on this 
roadway.

No.



                                                                                                                     
 
 

MEETING NOTES 
Libby North Corridor Study 

 
 
Meeting Name: Alternative Workshop 
 
Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2007 
 
Time: 8:00pm-2:30pm  (included field trip of the corridor) 
 
Location: Libby, Montana 
 Forest Service Supervisor’s Office, 1101 US Hwy 2 West, Large Conference Room 
   
Organizer: Jean Riley and Ron Clegg 
 
Attendees: Jean Riley (MDT), Shane Stack (MDT), Bob Burkhardt (FHWA), Rita Windom (Lincoln County), 

Marc McCully (Lincoln County), Malcolm R. Edwards (FS-Libby), Tom Kahle(MDT), Paul 
Stantus (FS-Libby), Lani Kai Eggertsen-Goff (PB), Tom Grabinski (FS-Libby), Ron Clegg (PB), 
Dennis Naillon (PB), Wayne Noem (MDT), Scott Jackson (USFWS), and Lynn Zanto (MDT) 

 
Purpose of the Meeting: 
The purpose of this meeting was to hold an alternatives workshop with staff from MDT, representatives from 
Lincoln County, the resource agencies that have jurisdiction over resources in the Libby North study area, and 
the consultant, PB.  Today’s meeting provided an opportunity for the project team to explain the status of the 
study to the participants and receive input from them regarding issues and concerns about the Alternatives 
Development Memorandum.  This memo will be used as a basis for a Draft Corridor Study Report document.   
Input received during the meeting will be used in the development of the improvement options, and used in the 
Corridor Study Report prior to distribution to the public and to agencies for formal comments.  The discussion 
of the meeting is summarized below.   
 
 
Discussion Items: 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The Libby North study is located along Pipe Creek Road, but outside the area being considered in the Western 
Federal Lands Study.  The study area is between the Bobtail Cutoff Road and the Turner Mountain Road (MP 
6.1- MP 20.1).  The meeting was intended to identify alternatives and impacts (including safety), and 
monetary/funding constraints.  A draft Corridor Study (the Study) will incorporate the work done to date, 
today’s meeting discussions and research completed in an environmental scan, which will result in a document 
to be presented to the public and to solicit comments from Resource Agencies. 
 



                                                                                                                     
Ron pointed out the main items discussed in the Alternatives Development Memo, safety problems, poor 
pavement condition, snow storage and removal.  Accidents were identified up and down the corridor, but a 
cluster between 6.1 and 8 is puzzling.  Discussion of what accident reports listed as “driving to fast” and 
“inattentive” as well as whether the higher accident rates are due to transition (off of Hwy 37). 
 
Ron asked Scott Jackson to give a brief summary of how the grizzly bear recovery zone and other factors 
related to grizzly bear and the modification of the existing roadway could be addressed in the Libby North 
Corridor Study (LNCS).  Often, when a road project is proposed through mountainous corridor areas, the area 
becomes more attractive for recreation and home or cabin sites.  Over time when you put more people and bears 
into contact not all the conflicts between bears and people can be quantified or blamed entirely on any one road 
project. 
 
This road currently has low traffic, is already paved and has an ADT of 150-200.  Even at very low volumes 
you can get direct bear mortality (a bear hit by a vehicle).  He suggested a section in the Study on management 
strategies, maybe a “Best Practices” type section describing scenarios if you live in the forest (bear habitat), e.g. 
public education regarding keeping garbage from bears.  This would be informational only, and would not 
suggest widening of the road can occur if residents just do “the right thing” in regards to wildlife. 
 
There was discussion about once the road is improved, if it is, more development will likely occur.  Lincoln 
County has limited land in private ownership compared to the amount in public ownership.  Lincoln County is 
working on a Growth Plan, this is in process.  Currently there are no development restrictions and no zoning in 
place.  It would be good to have a rough inventory of Private Land (including Plum Creek owned lands). 
 
The question arose about what entity will right-of-way (ROW) ownership end up with, MDT, Lincoln County 
or Forest Service, if the highway becomes a “state secondary” road.  Lincoln county currently has permitting 
authority for access to Hwy 567.  There would be a systems impact process, to evaluate the development of a 
project of a certain size, what conditions are needed to keep the mobility at an acceptable level. 
 
Current schedule of maintenance on the corridor is that winter maintenance is done by the County and summer 
maintenance by the Forest Service.  If it becomes a “state secondary” and also a “forest highway” it is not fully 
understood what will occur with the maintenance of the roadway.  It will be up to MDT to secure funding for 
maintenance budget (legislatively).  County could keep winter maintenance, but MDT would likely fund the 
maintenance.  According to Tom Grabinski the Forest Service maintains roads for resource management not for 
transportation or the comfort of drivers. 
 
A question was raised about the project to the north of the Libby Corridor Study area, from the ski area, Turner 
Mountain, up to the community of Yaak.  Western Federal Lands is waiting to see what the result of this Study 
will be. 
 
Review of the problems identified in the Tech Memo 
 
Ron began to review the 11X17 sheets of the Roadway Inventory.  Sheet RD-5 Shane asked about bridge 
information (structurally obsolete, sufficiency ratings) and Tom has sent bridge inspection results to MDT, 
basically OK.  The south bound approach should have guard rail installed.   
 



                                                                                                                     
On sheet RD-07 at RP 8 Marc said the side slope is too steep.  Paul stated that large boulders above the roadway 
have had to be intentionally “removed” to avoid these falling into the roadway. 
 
Curve at RP11 is similar to RP 8, per Marc, the road was totally blocked off once this year.  One rock was a 
dump truck load by itself, the most unstable time of year is after winter, during thaw “break up” time. 
 
Existing guardrail safety project from RP 10.8 to 11.2 will include curve signs, speed plates and chevrons.  This 
is tied to a couple of locations, per Tom and Shane.  
 
Ron asked who owns the right-of-way (ROW).  Tom stated the FS acquired ROW easements on the existing 
road through the private lands.  When the FS grants easements across National Forest System lands the Grantee 
only gets an easement from the FS, not fee ownership, of the road right of way, which includes the State, 
County and private entities.  Some portions of the existing road have easements through the private land. Those 
easements may have stipulations that allow for a minor shifting of the ROW as needed. 
 
Scott Jackson answered an inquiry about compensatory mitigation, or off setting impacts that may occur to 
species if MDT does “non-required” or above and beyond regulated requirements, such as a less restrictive 
culvert at a stream crossing.  Scott said that USFWS has not really done anything like that in Montana to date.  
Proposed mitigating measure within a “proposed project” instead of coming to Section 7 consultation and 
having FS or FWS assigning mitigation ‘after the fact’ could occur.  If you can build in some good 
minimizations to come up with lesser sum of total impacts that could lead to offset of impacts. 
 
Continuing on the review of inventory sheets, RD-30 local hunters have cut a trail head where folks typically 
park on the East side of the road and the ‘hunter trail’ meets up with a FS trail.  Paul stated that some sort of 
pull out should be identified.   
 
RD-36, Marc stated that this winter wasn’t a bad winter and it still got plugged up in that area.  Snow removal 
goes to hillside, once it gets too full then they have to push snow across the road and it can be an issue of safety 
for the snow plow operator or cars traveling the roadway.  Also, they can only plow “normally” about 2/3 of the 
winter.  About 2/3 of the way through winter, the roadway becomes more like a driveway and not a road by 
county standards because it becomes so narrow or constrained by snow.  Rita said Lincoln County would gladly 
accept a gift of a rotary snow plough.  Last time they looked into it, the cost for a really used model was still 
$60,000 and about $250,000 for a new one.  Scott said that whn it comes to comparing human safety versus a 
little dirty snow (no chemicals) FWS is not going to object. 
 
RD50-51  ROW doesn’t currently have road centered in the ROW.  Tom said that there is a need to look at 
wording in easements, the centerline of road can equal the center of ROW if both parties agree to that in the 
deed.   
 
RD 52-57  Design speed is 45 mph.  No posted speed limits currently.  Paul said that a structural plate arch (one 
pipe_ past road junction is to standard.  This is where the East Fork comes into Pipe Creek and the main Pipe 
Creek crossing.  It is designed to a FS 100 year storm event. 
 



                                                                                                                     
RD 57-58  Aproximately at the match line there is anew snowmobile trail put in here.  (150 yards)  Potential 
crossing problem is acceptable by FS road regulations, but state law requires a 90 degree crossing.  The corridor 
can be approved as “side of corridor” of Hwy 567 if the roadway can be used by snow mobiles. 
 
The last two to three sheets show the tight curve radiuses.  Sheets 61-62 (some missing from photocopies that 
participants had).  Marc stated concrete barriers or guard rails make it tough for snowplow trucks or graters to 
clear snow. 
 
Tom said that informal consultation has occurred so far in the tribal realm.  The folks in the Kootenai, Cabinet-
Yaak, Libby areas are aware of this study.  FS has advised the tribe that there is a potential project, but until 
there is an actual NEPA process no formal consultation will occur.  FS can act as lead agency on this 
consultation if a project happens.  Becky Timmons is the Heritage Program leader in Libby, and for the 
Kootenai Salish tribe Loretta Stevens is the contact.   
 
There was discussion that work on this corridor would be potentially phased and multi faceted type project. 
 
Archeological consideration for Old Pipe Creek road that winds in and out of the existing roadway for Hwy 567 
may have a “historic trail” designation according to Tom. 
 
Per Wayne it is not possible to do the whole thing (from approximately RP 6 to RP20) all at once.  There is only 
about $5 – 5.5 million available for construction costs.  Money would have to be put into the next transportation 
bill.  He stated “the longer we wait, the less we can get done” on this roadway.  Shane proposed the scenario of 
looking at the whole corridor, realizing they can’t do the whole stretch.  The County can choose to have a 
second portion become second priority on the MDR Secondary Road Program.   
 
Western Federal Lands (WFL) has already designated the north end of the corridor as secondary but if this 
designation is for the portion north to RP20 it may be possible to do something with those funds to say from RP 
15 (potential stopping point of spot improvements) may be able to move the funds. 
 
From the county’s perspective, the main concern is that this stretch be a safe highway.  This includes for people 
coming into Libby using ambulance service, commuters between the community of Yaak and Libby, and the 
recreational users.  Recreational use potential with Turner Mountain is high on the list as part of the economic 
diversity. 
 
According to Wayne one year’s worth of funding allocation could be used for PE, IC and ROW. 
 
Public told MDT what they wanted, during the public meeting in October.  Rita was surprised that they didn’t 
want more (i.e. full reconstruct).   
 
Shane thinks the options need to go to a mixture and look carefully at accident cluster areas.  Also, look at 
driver expectancy and make a consistent width as much as possible.   
 
Scott wanted to verify that the cost is broken out by each of the Options.  He asked if PB looked at “spot 
improvements only” costs.  Dennis said that he had estimated fill slopes, mainly looked at doing widening while 



                                                                                                                     
you are in there and didn’t look at costs of “spot fixes.”  Ron and Dennis agreed to revise the cost estimate 
information in the Draft Corridor Study document.   
 
Scott clarified that the reason he wanted MDT to look carefully at spot improvements is that from a species 
impact standpoint, spot improvements would be more attractive. 
 
Lynn talked about Highway Safety funding.  At RP 11 there is consensus to fix that spot (reconstruct) and then 
look at improvements PTW to certain MP that makes sense.  This would allow rehabilitations to the pavement 
in certain areas, how far up from the south end of the corridor can you get until you run out of funding?  This 
could be assessed with the options cost estimate information being broken out a little more.  Lynn suggested 
that during the field review time, participants could identify some possible logical termini. 
 
Dennis said he’d calculated a quick “ball park” estimate and it was approximately $1.8 million/ mile.  Full 
reconstruct could only happen for 2-3 miles with current funding at this cost per mile estimate. 
 
Wayne suggested that MDT look at doing a rehabilitation on as much of the roadway as possible and do “full 
reconstruct” as little as possible, i.e. not likely to be able to bring the entire roadway up to full AASHTO 
standard. 
 
Discussion continued about the 4:1 v-ditch with design exceptions to allow for better snow removal, and for 
rehabilitation areas, stay on the same alignment grade as much as possible.  Marc said that no lane delineation 
currently, if striped, that has got to help things out. 
 
An example of design speed versus posted speed limit to aid in lowering travel speeds is the Remini watershed 
for the City of Helena.  This road has a posted speed limit of 55 since they don’t want it to be seen as a super 
highway.  They have 6 inch striping, spaced differently to make it feel “narrower” along the roadway, this is an 
optical illusion that works to encourage drivers to slow down. 
 
ROW costs shown would not be $25K if coming from FS ownership to MDT ownership, Tom suggested that 
cost cut could save some on the estimate. 
 
2012 is the earliest that any construction could occur, per Wayne this would depend on a lot of variables.  Spot 
improvements can happen, but has to be related to some type of construction project for funding purposes. 
 
Marc and Rita both suggested that MDT fix all the bad spots, and pointed out that striping could be good during 
summer, but will likely be covered five months of the year (with snow). 
 
Paul liked the idea of reconstructing down to twenty two feet width so drivers will expect certain width and will 
want to keep to consistent speeds.  He also described some land ownership changes near Yaak, Champion had 
sold some lands and now people reside there year around.  He also sees that there is still a lot of development 
continuing to go on and people use Hwy 567 as the shortest route to town, and the roadway has become 
something it wasn’t intended for (it started out as a haul road for timber).  He’s more concerned about staying at 
22 feet wide (or less) and stay out of the hillside.  He also thought we should keep to AASHTO low volume 
(low speed) road standards with virtually no guardrails. 
 



                                                                                                                     
Bob said that he thinks with spot improvements MDT can keep inconsistency to only limited areas (20 feet 
versus 22 foot width). 
 
Ron asked the question of Scott, “could MDT get sued if Hwy 567 is reconstructed if a bear were to get killed 
by a vehicle on the “new” roadway?  Scott replied that there are all types of potential for suits, but what that suit 
would actually come to (whether it would be productive) is questionable.  He pointed out railroads result on 
many more collisions with bears than highways. 
 
Malcolm asked where would a law suit come from after construction, and the answer was that the action would 
more likely occur during a planning or environmental process.  Scott pointed out that if we didn’t take bears 
into account, i.e. designed for too high a speed or guardrails weren’t place in appropriate spots, then more likely 
that a suit would be filed. 
 
Shane asked if a speed study had been done.  Paul said that FS law enforcement could issue tickets when 
vehicles travel at 45 mph or more up to the base of the Turner Ski Resort Hill.  But no formal study has been 
done. 
 
Transportation Commission approval would be required for a 45 mph speed limit to be posted, since the 
roadway would be a secondary highway.  Tom stated he doesn’t think that the State can require a 70 mph speed 
limit through the FS owned area since it is not in the State’s jurisdiction. 
 
Wayne said that an advisory speed plate of 35 mph with a design speed of 45 mph could be a good compromise. 
 
Scott answered a question about what is considered a “take” for Grizzly Bears on highway projects.  It’s not 
whether the bear is going to cross another 2-4 feet of pavement, but it more the driver speeds and more ADT.  
FWS does not want the grizzly bear to be a factor in compromising human safety issues.  The narrower we can 
get the improvements to Hwy 567, the better for the bears, but want to make sure safety issues and snow 
plow/storage are addressed. 
 
How much should MDT do in Corridor Study process versus in the NEPA process?  Per Jean Riley the Purpose 
and Need, alternatives proposed can come from the Corridor Study and then use those to move to more detailed 
environmental analysis in NEPA. 
 
Loon Lake/East Fork roads existing width noticeably and consistently a problem.  Marc said that approximately 
22 feet is ok for snow removal, from mile 19 (this is the 35 mph section) and you can’t do much about it 
because of the slopes to the sides of the roadway.  Scott asked if MDT can do a narrowing in only some sections 
and other sections can be same width as that at MP 6-7 area.  Wayne said he thinks you need to start with 24 
foot width for future overlays to be practical.  Shane said that it is uncertain when/why MDT will need to be 
that wide, hopes it won’t ever be necessary as a 5000 ADT road. 
 
Scott asked if there is going to be an adjustment on thinking about ways to segment the road, how do you 
choose various widths? 
 
Marc suggested that the last mile is the most dangerous, there are five to six tracks in the snow (off the 
roadway) in one day.  People have to slow down because it is narrow and winding.  Ron responded that 



                                                                                                                     
guardrail installation in these sections would mean there would have to be a little bit more width to 
accommodate the guardrail. 
 
Rita wants to see a 22 foot top, and maintain the aesthetic value of the road, while fixing the really bad spots.  
The consistency of the roadway is important.  She thinks it is not the folks that use the road every day that get 
into trouble, it is the occasional or new user and more and more bicycle use is occurring to add to the mix. 
 
Scott asked if you had to choose between “spot improvements” or consistent road width, what would be the 
preference?  Dennis replied that start out at the bottom and top of the corridor and work your way to the middle 
could be a good approach.   
 
Bob said he didn’t think lack of funding could be used as the reason not to do something for the bad spots. 
 
Wayne reminded the group that Counties, Public, MDT and FS need to advance their priorities for 
transportation projects and then MDT can come up with an Implementation Plan.   
 
Rita suggested that we identify the sections of the road where “you meet someone during the winter and have to 
back up due to narrow roadway width” and fix those areas. 
 
Malcolm said he wanted to make sure that the problem with shade on the roadway is not forgotten.  On straight 
aways the ice lingers a lot longer. 
 
Ron asked the group to identify the main priorities, with the following responses coming from the participants: 
 

• Snow removal; make ditches where snow can go, maybe 10 to 12 feet long.  Maybe safety funding could 
be used toward purchase of snow removal equipment.  The problems with snow removal currently are 
mostly due to slope.  Marc and Paul suggested a concentration on areas that have banks, width isn’t 
really a concern for plowing. 

• Identify key areas where need ditch vs. width 
• 24 foot width side friction, striping will keep drivers in summer time in the lanes, snow will do that in 

the winter 
• Wayne would like to see 26 foot widths through as much of the corridor as possible, or at least 24 foot 

rehabilitation and spot construction. 
• Scott prefers Option 2, plus spot improvements if possible. 
• Option 3 is not where we want to go, inconsistency is not desirable.  Ideally 24 feet, may not be 

achievable for construction, cost, environment. 
• Look at guardrail standards 
• For the State to take over maintenance costs (versus Lincoln County) MDT would have to go to the 

legislature for funding, but could have the County continue the maintenance, funded by MDT budget. 
• Look again at benefits/costs for using safety funding, some of the money is booked out for 20 years, per 

Shane. 
 
Field trip notes: 
 



                                                                                                                     
Don’t need to rework the corner at RP 6.   
 
Don’t want to touch the bridge if not necessary.  Crossing at RP 8, no evidence of erosion.  Don’t have any 
intention of going into Pipe Creek, so may have to creep up the hill a bit. 
 
RP 9.0 about a quarter mile of pot holes, not bad.   
 
RP10 Blue Creek Road, used mainly by logging trucks.  No defined ROW on FS lands.  Crumbling rock could 
be a “borrow site” for spot improvements.  Could scale it back and maybe have more snow storage since the 
snow wouldn’t have to be pushed across the roadway, and maybe could flatten out the curve.  The stream is 
currently being constricted and this results in increased velocity through the pipe, allows for fish passage, yes, 
but not ideal. 
 
RP13 Spot where hunters park for convenience.   
 
43 small patches of repaired surface before and after RP 14, done by the FS recently. 
 
Snow storage just before RP 15, if at least 22 feet here could accommodate some pull out areas during winter.  
Could possibly fill in some stretches (if widening occurs) that would allow for snow storage, large coarse rocks 
on the edges of roadway could serve as a sort of French drain. 
 
RP17 the east side of the “ditch” is used for snow machines.  Major intersection that hooks to Hwy 584 here.  
Road is open June until when the “snow flies” when FS staff go up and close it to motorized travel, usually 
around December 1.  This helps protect Grizzly Bear habitat. 
 
A large road bike event occurs here, “Stoker Scenic Tour of the Kootenai River” as a benefit for charity.  The 
event is a 105 mile ride that starts and ends in Libby. 
 
RP 18 Pavement is deteriorating (pavement crumbles).  Two large structures have been recently added by the 
FS, one for fish passage.  Just before RP19 is a snowmachine trail. 
 
800 to 900 foot elevation gain over the 20 mile study corridor roadway.   
 
Between Loon Lake road and Trail #226 (bridge) only would require a cut in of about 3 feet and this would 
allow for snow storage and stable road bed area.  From RP 7-12 is fairly straight forward  to look at spot 
improvements, minimize the impact to ditches, existing roadway is acceptable for the most part.  From RP 12-
17 this stretch encompasses the bridge, little cut and fill areas, then from 17/18 to end is the hardest part, that 
could take all the funding by itself.  Adding guardrail almost all the way between 18 and 20 would increase 
safety a lot. 
 
OTHER COMMENTS 
 
The group discussed the possibility of having a public meeting in July or August to present the Draft Corridor 
Study.  PB will follow up with MDT on this for specific dates, location and times.  
 



                                                                                                                     
The group went on a site visit in 3 separate vehicles from MP 6 to MP 20.  The site visit was from about 11:45 
a.m. to 2:15 p.m.



                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attachments 
 

Agenda 
Sign-in Sheet (in Project Files) 



                                                                                                                     
 

Alternatives Workshop 
Tuesday, May 8th 2007 

AGENDA 
 

Tuesday May 8th:  8:00a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
Kootenai National Forest Office, Forest Supervisors Office, Large Conference Room 
1101 US Hwy 2 West 
*Lunch will be provided* 
 
 
8:00  Welcome and introductions (Lynn Zanto) 
 
8:20 Status report of the study (Ron Clegg) 
 
8:40 Discussion of Existing Conditions 

- Substandard geometry 
- Accidents 
- Clear zone 
- Environmental concerns 

 
9:00 Discussion of Alternatives Development Memo 

- Review the options presented 
- Are there other combinations? 
- Short term and long term improvements 
- Funding 
- Identify a preferred option to implement 

 
11:00 Next Steps 

- Finish Corridor Plan 
- Public Information Meeting 
- Implementation – discuss plans for implementation 

 
11:30 Lunch 
 
12:00  Field Review 
 
1:30 Adjourn  

 



The following letter and comments document that the letter Lynn Zanto sent 
requested comments from various agencies on the draft Libby North Corridor 
Study.  The letter was dated August 30, 2007, four agencies responded.  The 
comments were addressed within the Final Libby North Corridor Study document 
as appropriate. 



From: Ryan, Jeff 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 10:08 AM 
To: Riley, Jean 
Subject: Libby N. Corridor Study (DRAFT)  
 
Jean, I took a quick look at the document:  
 
Overall, it looks pretty thorough - I was pleased to see the 
acknowledgement of winter snow maintenance issues in the Water Quality 
discussion in section 4.6 of the document that DEQ had expressed in our 
October 06 meeting. Obviously, these are tough issues to deal with in 
any design decisions, but it appears that implementing some of them 
could also improve safety issues by improving snow handling conditions 
in the corridor. 
 
This corridor analysis concept appears to be a good way to get out 
front of complicated environmental and design considerations - thanks 
for the opportunity to participate. 
 
************************************************************* 
 
FHWA Comments to 8-24-07 Draft Libby North Corridor Study 
 
Page 1 – Define all acronyms.  i.e. PB 
    
Page 2 – under B.  who is included under stakeholders   under C.  (horizontal and 
vertical?) curves  (What about clear zones)   and/or shoulder WIDTH  under D. meetings 
held, referenced? Under E. Provide a summary of the two key issues for encroachment of 
the existing roadway and slope stabilization. 
 
Page 3 – Dense vegetation…… Summarize areas of roadway and history where this has 
been a problem. 
 
Page 4 – Management Strategies….. Two ‘whichs’ in first line.  The list (remove below) 
describes the ……Grizzly Bears – Are bears getting hit on the road? 
 
Page 8 – Figure 2   15 to 26 feet width is a wide range.  Assume predominately 20’. 
 
Page 16 – Hydraulic Structures   Is Timberlane Bridge structurally deficient or 
functionally obsolete.  Has not been analyzed for scour so cannot comment on structure 
hydraulics. 
 
Page 25 – Water Quality   DEQ recommends against use of Mag Chloride. Is this official 
DEQ policy? 
 
 
 
 
 
 



************************************************************ 
HWY 567 Pipe Creek Road  

Libby North Corridor Planning Study, August 2007 
 
 

Listed below are the comments the Forest Service has on this Study by individual providing the 
comments.   If you have questions on these comments please contact me by phone or email.   
 
 The pages in the Table of contents do not match the wildlife section and thus probably not others 
(Table says wildlife starts on page 28 when it actually starts on page 26. 
 
Page 27: 1st paragraph - bald eagle is no longer listed under ESA, but it is now a sensitive 
species 
Page 27: 2nd paragraph - grizzly bear population estimate is NOT 30-50, it is 30-40. 
Page 27: 2nd paragraph - the last sentence, the mortality and removal occurred in 2005, NOT 
2006 
Page 28: 4.10.1.1 - grizzly bear population estimate is NOT 30-50, it is 30-40. 
Page 28: 4.10.4 Wolf - 2nd sentence remove the word "wolf" before "biologist". 
Page 31: Table 12 - Northern goshawk is no longer on the Sensitive species list so should be 
remove from table.  Bald eagle is now on the sensitive species list so if corridor analysis area 
includes bald eagle habitat it should be added to the table. 
 

Wayne J. Johnson 
Forest Wildlife Biologist 
 
Page 1 - Draft document: Study Goals and Objectives --> Goals and objectives are not 
synonymous. Goals and their associated objectives should be listed separately. 
 
There is mention of noxious weed management via Executive Order 13112 (Feb 3, 1999), weed 
management and prevention should be listed as an objective of the project.  
 
I am not aware of any issues regarding ROW approaches or ROW encroachments in the project 
area.  
 
Mark Petersen 
Libby District 
 
Page 24 first paragraph----The Turner Ski area is planned by the US Forest Service.  This should 
state that it is located on FS lands, and operated by KWS. 
 
Mike Guthneck 
Contracting Officer/Program Manager 
Libby Ranger District 
 
 
Thank you for allowing the Forest to review this document.   
 
Tom Grabinski       September 25, 2007 
Lands Officer/State Highway Project Coordinator 
Kootenai National Forest 
 
 



 
************************************************************ 
From: Scott Jackson 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2007 3:38 PM 
To: Riley, Jean; Zanto, Lynn (MDT) 
 
Subject: Libby - North Corridor Study 
 
 
Hi Jean and Lynn, 
 
Just a note to let you know I have looked through the August 2007 draft 
Libby North Corridor Planning Study that you sent me last month.  I 
think the study does a good job of identifying and discussing concerns 
and opportunities in this corridor.  Evaluating these topics at an 
early stage of planning seems to be an efficient and intelligent way to 
approach potential project development in sensitive areas like this.  I 
applaud MDT's planning efforts and encourage you to continue involving 
stakeholders at the earliest stages feasible. 
 
The Libby North Study identifies Improvement Option 6 as the option 
recommended for implementation.  The USFWS appreciates the efforts that 
went into developing the elements of this option that strive to address 
a number of concerns along the corridor, while minimizing effects to 
adjacent wildlife habitats.  We recommend implementation of the design 
options within Option 6 that propose reducing the roadway's paved top 
width from 24 feet to 22 feet between RP 17 and RP 19, and down to a 
20-foot paved top width between RP 19 and RP 20.1.  These design 
options were discussed as a means of reducing impacts to the natural 
environment. 
The upper drainage serves as important habitat for a host of species, 
including threatened grizzly bears, and the USFWS believes that this 
area of the corridor warrants additional efforts to minimize effects to 
sensitive species. Because of the recognition that habitat values and 
use by grizzly bears increase as you proceed farther up the Pipe Creek 
drainage, we recommend that the proposed project design reflect the 
increased sensitivity and value of the upper drainage by reducing the 
project's direct and indirect effects in that portion of the corridor. 
 
Thank you for the chance to comment on this draft study.  Please 
contact me if I can be of further assistance.  Have a great weekend! 
 
Scott 
 
Scott Jackson, Fish and Wildlife Biologist U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service Montana Field Office 



                                                     
                                                   

Libby North Corridor Study 
 

Public Information Meeting Technical Memorandum 
 

October 24th, 2007 
 
 
SUBJECT: Public Information Meeting Technical Memorandum  
 
TO:    Montana Department of Transportation   
 
FROM:     Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB)  
 
Authors:   Pam Murray (PB), Lani Eggertsen-Goff (PB), Ron Clegg (PB) 
 
 
Goals of the Public Information Meeting 
• To inform the public of the study results, answer any questions and explain how their input 

was used and needed to identify issues along the corridor.   
• To obtain a better understanding of the roadway users, local interest of the road, and future 

needs of the corridor.  
• To discuss potential improvements for the roadway. 
• To provide education about corridor planning in general and specifically how it applies to this 

study.  
• To provide realistic next steps in the planning and the future construction process. 
 
Meeting Description & Context 
Lincoln County requested the public meetings have a formal presentation given by the project 
team.  The County also recommended that a question and answer period be allowed to generate 
public participation and an informal open house could follow the question and answer period.  
The October 24th meeting followed the recommendations of Lincoln County.  A PowerPoint 
presentation was provided by Ron Clegg at PB with an introduction provided by Shane Stack at 
MDT.   A question and answer session followed the formal PowerPoint presentation.  Then the 
public was invited to provide written comments on comment cards. This was the second and final 
public information meeting related to the Libby North Corridor Study.  There were 31 people 
signed in and 1 written comment was received at the meeting. Several attendees stated that they 
liked what they saw at the meeting and they just wish it could happen sooner. 

 
Meeting Location:    The meeting was held October 24 from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at Libby City 
Hall in the Ponderosa Room, 952 E. Spruce Street. 
 
Audience:  Those in attendance included property owners along the corridor, business owners, 
residents of Libby, a representative from a special interest group and the media.  Copies of the 
sign-in sheets are included in the appendix as part of the meeting notes. 



                                                     
                                                   
 
Public Notification:  
Letters were sent to property owners two weeks before the meeting.  Additional notification was 
given by MDT’s Public Involvement office in a state-wide press release, notification was posted 
on the study website, and paid advertising was placed in the Montanian and The Western News: 
 

• The Montanian is published once a week on Wednesdays:  3 advertisements ran –Wed. 
Oct 10, Wed Oct. 17, and Wed. Oct 24.  

• The Western News – is published on Wednesdays and Fridays:  4 advertisements ran –
Fri. Oct 12, Wed. Oct 17, Fri Oct 19, and Wed. Oct 24. 

 
A copy of the approved ad is in the appendix.  Copies of the advertisements were cut from the 
October 24 newspapers and are on file in the Libby North Corridor Study files at the PB office. 
 
Meeting Format: 
A thirty minute formal PowerPoint presentation was given by Ron Clegg (PB) with assistance 
from Shane Stack, Lynn Zanto, and Jean Riley, all of MDT.  Shane opened the meeting and 
provided background to the project.  A copy of the PowerPoint presentation is included in the 
appendix of this memorandum.  The PowerPoint served as a guide for discussion, to provide 
information, and to stimulate public participation.  The public provided comments and participated 
in the discussion.  Following the presentation, Ron opened the meeting to questions.  A summary 
of the questions and answers is below.  The public was invited to provide their written comments 
on the draft study.  Project staff from both MDT and PB were available to answer questions and 
assist with writing comments.   
 
Handouts Include: 
The handouts provided to the public at the meeting include the newsletter, a study area map, a 
list of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) and comment forms.   
 
Project Team attendees at the Meeting:  Shane Stack (MDT), Lynn Zanto (MDT), Jean Riley 
(MDT), Tom Kahle (MDT), Wayne Noem (MDT), Rita Windom (Lincoln County), Tom Grabinski 
(USDA FS) Ron Clegg (PB), Lani Eggertsen-Goff (PB), and Pam Murray(PB).   
 
Meeting Summary 
31 people signed in and attended the meeting.  Approximately 10 corridor property owners 
attended with 14 other Libby residents and two members of the media. The other 4 attendees 
were from Lincoln County and the Forest Service.  Senator Aubyn Curtiss was also in 
attendance.  A total of 1 written comment form was turned in at the meeting.   Copies of the sign 
in sheet, comment and power-point presentation are in the appendix. 
 
Shane Stack (MDT) opened the meeting and provided a background to the history of Hwy 567 
Pipe Creek Road study. The need for improvement to the roadway was first identified by Lincoln 
County through the County’s secondary roads nomination process. This nomination process is 
how local governments make MDT aware of their priorities for local transportation improvements.   
Originally, the Pipe Creek Road study of 2002 was proposed as a major project which anticipated 
widening and reconstruction.  That project proceeded forward in that direction and survey work 
and initial environmental analysis was initiated.  The project area that was considered for this 
original project was from the Bobtail Cutoff Road, MP 6.1, to Loon Lake Road, MP 17.   



                                                     
                                                   
 
During implementation of the project on Pipe Creek, a Court’s ruling of a lawsuit regarding the 
Rock Creek Mine in the Cabinet-Yaak area brought the Pipe Creek project to a stop. The reason 
for this is because the Court’s ruling indicated no additional loss of grizzly bears is acceptable in 
the Cabinet-Yaak ecosystem without placing the future existence of the grizzly bears in a 
precarious situation.  Transportation projects shown to increase direct and indirect impacts to 
grizzly bears that could result in a grizzly loss have the potential to create a significant liability for 
the permitting agency. MDT evaluated the ruling and its impacts on Pipe Creek and decided not 
to proceed with the project as originally planned, but instead to step back and propose a planning 
study that would first identify the environmental, engineering and safety issues to determine if a 
project is feasible for the corridor.  The result of the step back is the current planning study.  This 
approach to the process includes meeting with the public, identifying issues and thoroughly 
identifying the significant environmental constraints prior to formal National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA)/ Montana Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) study or construction. 
 
Shane provided a background of the current funding situation for Pipe Creek Road.  He indicated 
that costs to complete an Environmental Impact Study (EIS) are increasing as well as 
construction costs but the pool the funding is not increasing to keep up with these costs. Total 
reconstruction of the roadway is very costly given the geotechnical issues, stream crossing, and 
the additional right of way that widening the road to 26 feet would require..  The environmental 
issues associated with a full reconstruct would be very significant. 
 
Ron told the audience that this public meeting is the final of two public meetings.  The purpose of 
this meeting is to let the public know the results of the study and the next steps.  Ron’s full 
presentation is provided in the Appendix and is also available for viewing electronically on a CD-
ROM included in the appendix. 
 

Summary of Questions and Answers 
The following is a summary of the questions and answers and the discussion that followed the 
formal presentation.   
 
Questions asked and comments offered by the Public: 
 
Q Comment:  There are more and more motorcycles using this road. 
  
Q Question on projecting the costs into the future. 

o   Followed up with explanation from Ron Clegg, Wayne Noem and Shane Stack. 
Q Question on why project is so far out in the future.   

o Ron and Shane explained funding and design process. 
Q Discussion on new pavement?  

o  Shane explained that the pavement would likely be recycled and used as part of 
the new asphalt. 

Q What is the right of way throughout the corridor?   
o The project team discussed, with help from the Forest Service staff. 

Q What will the speed limit be?  
o  45 mph 



                                                     
                                                   
Q Will there be delays to the traveling public due to construction? 

o There was discussion about how this would be handled and that roadway 
closures would be minimized whenever possible.  However, due to the nature of 
this road some complete road closures during construction are possible. 

Q Comment – construction on Highway 2 went well. 
Q What is option or possibility of getting funding earlier?   

o MDT staff discussed options. 
Q Comment on Roadway construction – Why no work permits from Forest Service after 

September 1st due to fish impacts?  Discussion about environmental process and mitigation 
was briefly outlined.   

Q Who will provide maintenance after construction? 
o The roadway will continue to be maintained as it is now; conjunction of County 

and Forest Service efforts depending on the season and issue.   
Q Question about getting utilities into area?  

o Discussion that there was no plan for utilities in the near future and if the utilities 
come in after the road construction this would be better. 

Q Senator Curtiss – Questions concerning R.S. 2477 and could the Forest Service withdraw the 
easement. These questions were answered completely in an email dated 11/21/2007: 

Hello Senator Curtiss,  
This email is follow up to our conversation last Friday, Nov 16, and also is in response to 
the email that Dick Turner of MDT received from Leanne Heisel.  

“1. Is this road an RS 2477 road?” It is the understanding of MDT, the County, and 
Forest Service that this roadway, Highway 567 is not eligible as an R.S. 2477 claim. 
Revised Statute 2477, or R.S. 2477 as it is commonly known, dates from 1866 when it 
was included in the Mining Act of 1866. The statute was meant to facilitate western 
expansion. Its language is as follows: "The right-of-way for the construction of highways 
over public lands, not reserved for public uses, is hereby granted." The Pipe Creek Road, 
or Highway 567, is an existing highway on Montana's Secondary Highway System that 
runs through mostly publicly owned (Forest Service) lands and MDT has no intention of 
closing the highway to public travel due to any provision of R.S. 2477. 

2. Sen. Curtiss said she believes the state has an easement for this road over Forest 
Service land and she is wondering if the easement is in perpetuity -- she is concerned that 
all of this money will be spent and the Forest Service could at any time cancel the 
easement.  MDT does not intend to ask the Forest Service to vacate the existing 
easements through Kootenai National Forest lands on which the Highway 567 roadway is 
built. If the Forest Service were to vacate the easement the traveling public would not be 
allowed to use the roadway, only Forest Service employees could. In place of vacating 
the easements, MDT plans to go through a process such as creating either a memorandum 
of understanding (MOU), or memorandum of agreement (MOA). The MOU or MOA 
would outline future use of the Highway as a Montana Secondary Highway which MDT 
will seek to obtain funding to maintain in perpetuity.  

3. Sen. Curtiss said she has heard figures of the project costing $13.5 million and $20 
million and she is wondering which is correct.  The cost estimates for Option 6 of 
$15,500,000 and $20,700,000 are both detailed in the Libby North Corridor Study 
document available for review at http://www.mdt.mt.gov/pubinvolve/libby/. Costs in 

http://www.mdt.mt.gov/pubinvolve/libby/


                                                     
                                                   

2006 dollars are estimated at $15,500,000, and in 2012 at $20,730,000 (2012 costs 
include an estimated Indirect Cost Recovery (varies year to year) of 12% and 3% per year 
inflation).  

4. Sen. Curtiss said she would like to know which projects are ahead of this one, priority-
wise.”  These are the order of Secondary Highway priorities in MDT's Missoula District 
as of October, 2007:  

Powell County Line North - Letting 2008  
South of Polson South - Letting 2009  
Blue Slide Road (two projects) - Lettings 2010 & 2011  
Florence East - Letting 2012 

Letting years beyond 2008 are tentative.  All of these projects are further along in design 
than Pipe Creek Road Project. If there is a holdup in one of these projects then the next 
project would be moved forward for letting pending available funding in the next 
transportation bill. The next project for tentative letting is Pipe Creek Road in 2013 or 
2014. Because of the potential delay in funding for the major improvements identified in 
the draft study, MDT is exploring options for phasing improvements.   

Lani Eggertsen-Goff, M.S. 

Q Could this be a Scenic Byway road? 
o Lynn Zanto discussed the fact that the State of Montana does have statutory 

authority for creation of Scenic Byways.  However, there is no funding for Scenic 
Byway designations. 

Q What is the typical right of way easement needed? 
o The roadway width varies but typically a secondary road will have a minimum 

right-of-way of 65 feet from centerline or 10 feet beyond construction limits. 
 

Comments by the Public 
 The following comments were received on the study report as a result of the public meeting, from, 

written comments on the scroll plot map and comment cards received at the meeting and from 
comments received within the six week comment period that ended November 30, 2007. 

 
 “Just before RP 17 Grizzly bear have been seen in the summer and moose cross from before RP 

18 all the way north.”  This comment was taken off the scroll plot map at the public meeting. 
 
 
“I feel in proposal #6, a 45 MPH posted speed is critical of safely driving in a 9’ driving lane when 
accepted log truck widths at 9’ (not withstanding frequent oversized hauling) would be dangerous.   
Not making the vertical improvements enhances the snaking of truck traffic.  Would the 6” striping 
be that effective?” 
Van Swearincen 
 
 



                                                     
                                                   
“I would like to request that care be taken that the paved roadbed be graded so that existing dirt 
road entrances to neighborhood creek accesses be maintained and/or improved, rather than 
dropping off so much that vehicles are damaged, people try to reroute, and erosion gets bad. 
 
Coming from Libby on Pipe Ck. Rd.(Hwy. 567) !.  Swimming hole loop past mm 7 on left before 
the bridge over Pipe Ck. and before the campground (Timberlane) 
 
2. fishing access single entrance on right directly across from campground, past bridge.  Drops 
off badly now and is showing sign of being rerouted.  Spurs recently badly kelly humped/bermed 
by Forest Service. 
 
3.  Past mm.8 a former loop creek access , now kelly humped.  
Off on the right.  Exit about 3/4 mi. further up. 
 
There are actual FS road numbers to these last two roads.  I'll try to locate them as they don't 
show on the larger FS maps.  
I've been trying to get the FS to reverse it's closure of these creek accesses for over 2 years, and 
I haven't given up yet.” 
Dianne Dunning 
 
 
“(1) I suggest including a dedicated 'air quality' section to these corridor studies - even if there is 
not much to say. 
(2) Highway 567 project is located north of Libby, a current PM-10 and 
PM-2.5 nonattainment area. 
(3) Analysis of the project location indicates it is (or is just on the northern line) of the PM-2.5 
nonattainment boundary.  Therefore, federal transportation conformity requirements (40 CFR 93) 
do not apply. 
(4) Recent technical studies indicate that PM-2.5 air pollution caused by re-entrained road dust or 
vehicle tailpipe emissions to be minor. 
(5) Air pollution caused by construction activities is considered 'temporary'.  However, DEQ 
strongly encourages that project construction contracts include requirements for water trucks to 
reduce ambient levels of surface dust during operations.  This also improves visibility to vehicular 
traffic. 
(6) The Air Quality Rules of Montana (ARM) at 17.8.308 - Particulate Matter, Airborne requires 
'reasonable precautions' to be taken such that emissions from shall not exhibit an opacity of 20% 
or greater averaged over 6 consecutive minutes. i.e. - use water trucks to keep dust down. 
(7) The Cabinet Mountain Wilderness is in proximity to this project. 
However, road dust / vehicle exhaust is not considered to be a major contributor to regional haze 
visibility impairment. 
(8) Increased lane width and paved shoulders will limit the amount of track-on / carry-on materials 
subject to re-entrainment.  Paving major road entry ways will also reduce track-on / carry-on 
materials. 
(9) Increased vehicle speeds / movements will reduce carbon monoxide 
(CO) tailpipe emissions - although CO emissions are not an issue within the project area. 
(10) Reconstruction of this facility will not (likely) result in any population growth concerns that 
would increase area source emissions (woodstoves, road dust).  The area is primarily federal 
land. 
 
Thanks for the opportunity to review this corridor study.” 
 
BOB  HABECK 



                                                     
                                                   
Air Program Manager 
MT Dept. of Environ. Quality 
1520 E 6th Ave, Helena, MT  59620 
bhabeck@mt.gov  
 
 

"As an impacted landowner, I strongly support the chosen option No. 6.  MDT should make every 
effort to expedite this project.  R/W acquisition will not be a problem from my perspective.  My 
minor concerns in the area of MP 13 can be resolved during the design phase of this project.  I 
stand ready and willing to help anyway possible to help this process along."  

Jay Ramlo Address- 1 Capitol Ct., Helena, MT 59601  

-End of comments received-



                                                     
                                                   
 
 

APPENDIX 
 
 
 
Contents 
• Sign in sheets (on file in project files) 
 
• Hand Outs 

o Newsletter 
o Comment Form (on file in project files) 

• Advertising Materials 
o Property Owner Letters (sample) 
o Mailing List, names only of property owners 
o Official Press Release 
o Paid Advertisements 
 

• PowerPoint Presentation (paper and CD) (on file in project files) 
 
• Comments received (on file in project files) 
 
• Map (on file in project files) 

o 8 ½ x 11 of Study Corridor 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                                 

      

Newsletter 
For Final Public 
Information Meeting  

What is Corridor Planning? 
• Inform the Environmental process  
• Evaluate a broad range of planning–level environmental, 

social, economic & roadway issues 
• Provide for early & continuous involvement of 

environmental, regulatory, resource agencies, local 
governments, and public  

• List and prioritize future transportation improvements based 
on financial feasibility  

• Identify low-cost corridor management strategies 
• Reduce cost of environmental process & speed project 

delivery 
 
What is the study area? (see map on the second page)  
The study area encompasses the Hwy 567/Pipe Creek Road 
between Bobtail Cutoff road and Turner Mountain Road, 
approximately mile post 6.1 to 20.1. 
 
What are the study findings?   
The key findings are to improve safety conditions and decrease 
accidents, minimize impacts to the threatened and endangered 
species and maintain character of corridor. The range of options 
that were analyzed reflect what we learned about Hwy 567/Pipe 
Creek Road. To meet study goals six improvement options were 
analyzed. They include Improvement Option number: 

• 1 “Full Reconstruction” 
• 2 “Rehabilitation with minor widening to 24’” 
• 3 “Rehabilitation with no minor widening” 
• 4 “Spot Improvements”  
• 5 “Snow Storage Option” 
• 6 “Rehabilitation with Minor Realignments”  

 
The Draft LNCS Recommends Improvement Option 6, 
“Rehabilitation with Minor Realignments”. Highlights of this 
Improvement Option are:  

• Rehabilitation and with minor widening or narrowing 
adjustments to create consistent roadway width 

• Realign the road centerline to increase safety 
• Reduce impacts to the natural environment 
• Install warning signs, use 6” pavement striping to help 

reduce speeds 
• Flatten side slopes or install guardrail 
• Create a “V-ditch” to help with snow storage 

 
How can the public/community contribute to the study?  
Those with an interest in the project are encouraged to join the project 
mailing list and to make comments on the Draft LNCS.  They can do so by 
submitting their name and contact information to Tom Kahle- MDT Project 
Manager phone (406) 444-9211 Email-  tkahle@mt.gov, by calling the 
recorded comment line at (800) 714-7296, or completing the comment form 
available on the web site, www.mdt.gov/pubinvolve/libby 
 

Libby North Corridor Study 
Information 

 
• Draft Libby North Corridor Study 

(LNCS) is available for public input   

• MDT’s study examined roadway 
deficiencies, design issues, financial 
feasibility, environmental issues, and 
capacity needs.     

• Planning will prioritize the protection 
of environmental resources.   

Schedule: 
Step 1: Identified Issues; Jun-Aug. 2006 

Step 2: Collected existing data and 
conducted field review; Aug-Oct. 2006 

1st Public Information Meeting         
Oct. 17 2006 

Step 3: Drafted existing conditions 
report; Oct.-Nov 2006 

Step 4: Identified potential improvement 
options;  Nov-Jan 2007  

Step 5: Drafted LNCS; April-Oct 2007   

Final Public Information Meeting –to 
review LNCS; TODAY, Oct. 24, 2007 

Step 6: Final LNCS; Dec 2007  

We want to hear from you: 

• Any issues, concerns and/or 
question you may have about this 
roadway 

You can read a copy of the LNCS at one 
of these locations in Libby: 
• Reference Librarian’s Desk at 

Lincoln County Library, 220 W. 
6th Street  

• Libby City Hall front desk 952 E. 
Spruce  

• Lincoln County Courthouse, 512 
California Ave  

Copies of the Draft Plan are also 
available at these locations: 
• Reference Librarian’s desk at 

Flathead County Library, 247 First 
Avenue East, Kalispell  

• MDT District office 2100 W 
Broadway, Missoula 

• www.mdt.gov/pubinvolve/libby 
 
The Deadline for submitting 
comments is November 30, 2007  



 

 
 

Next steps: 
As the study is finalized and implementation of the study results are considered, the best way to 
stay involved is the website and join the project mailing list. The website address is 
www.mdt.gov/pubinvolve/libby 
Once the study is completed the Direct Contacts will be: 
• Wayne Noem, MDT Transportation Planning (406) 444-6109 or  wnoem@mt.gov 
• Shane Stack, MDT District Office (406) 523-5830 or  sstack@mt.gov 



                                                                                    

  
 

 
September 27, 2007                                                              
 
 
«FIRST_NAME» «LAST_NAME» 
«Mailing_Address» 
«City_State» 
 
 
Subject: Invitation to a public information meeting for HWY 567 (Pipe Creek Road) Libby North 
Corridor Planning Study  
 
Dear «FIRST_NAME» 
 
The Montana Department of Transportation cordially invites you to attend a public information 
meeting to discuss the findings of the Corridor Planning Study regarding 14 miles of Highway 567 
also known as Pipe Creek Road north of Libby, beginning at milepost 6.1 (Bobtail Cutoff Road) and 
extending to milepost 20.10 (Turner Mountain Road).  The doors will open at 6:30 pm with the 
presentation beginning at 7 pm on Wednesday, October 24, 2007, at the Ponderosa Room in 
City Hall, 952 E. Spruce Street, in Libby.  The purpose of this meeting is to notify you of the study 
findings, and to outline the next steps of corridor improvement.  Local residents in Libby and Yaak, 
along with property owners in the area, are all invited to provide their input.  
 
The corridor planning process entails an assessment of the sensitive environmental surroundings as 
well as an evaluation of roadway deficiencies and conditions.  Roadway conditions such as driver 
safety, pavement conditions, traffic volumes, and accidents rates were studied to help identify 
existing issues along the corridor.  This study will also evaluate and recommend improvements if any 
are found to be needed.  Your input helps to identify the problem areas and concerns.    
 
Your comments and concerns are extremely important to us.  We hope you will take this opportunity 
to attend the public information meeting in Libby.  If you are unable to attend, please consider 
sending your written comments, opinions and concerns to:  by mail to Tom Kahle, Project Manager, 
MDT Headquarters, PO Box 201001, Helena, MT 59620-1001 or online at 
www.mdt.mt.gov/mdt/comment_form.shtml.  Please indicate comments are for Highway 567 Libby 
North Corridor Planning Study in Lincoln County.  
 
MDT attempts to provide accommodations for any known disability that may interfere with a 
person’s participation in any service, program or activity of our department.  If you require reasonable 
accommodations to participate in this meeting, please call Annell Fillinger, 406-458-9065 at least two 
days before the meeting.  For the hearing impaired, the TTY number is (406) 444-7696 or 1-800-335-
7592, or call Montana Relay at 711.  Alternative accessible formats of pertinent information will be 
provided upon request. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

Ron Clegg 
Consultant Project Manager 
Parsons Brinckerhoff 



Property Owner Name 
AGUE JOHN T JR & SUSAN J 
ALKIRE BRYAN & LINDA 
ANDERSON MARK D & 
BALDWIN BRADLEY O & KAREN S 
BASFORD STEVEN M & THERESA D 
BECK JOHN T & LAURIE ELIZABETH 
BEE DEANNA L 
BERGET ANTHONY J 
BLACKSTON HENRY D & GAIL M 
BRATKOVICH ALAN A 
BRESEE CHARLES J III & CONNIE 
BRINEGAR TAMMY A & WILLIAM S 
BURNETT MELVIN C & JUDITH L 
BURRIER RAY & MARY JO 
BURRIER RAY JR & MARY JO 
BURRIER RAYMOND H JR & MARY JO 
BURRIER RAYMOND H JR & MARY JO 
CAIN CLEM R JR 
CALKIN IOLA E & LYNN B 
CASEY GRAYSON L & KAREN S 
CC & SBJ LLC 
CHAPMAN CHRISTOPHER TERRY & 
CHASEY THOMAS M & MARY E 
COLE DAVID J & CYNTHIA L 
COMER TERRI L & 
CONN ROBERT C & SHIRLEY E 
CRATER BEN & TRACEY 
CROUCHER KURT CHARLES & KLINT & 
CARRIE 
DRAKE KENNETH L & JOAN E 
DRAKE RAMONA & KENNETH & 
DUNNING DENNIS W & DIANNE MCCO 
FEHRS KIMBALL L & DEBORAH H 
FENECH WILLIAM J 
FOWLER KAREN L & 
GIBSON GLENN & THERESE 
GILSTRAP JOLENE 
GOUCHER DARLENE R 
GROVER WOODBURY L & MARILYN J 
HARMON WILLIAM D & MICHELLE R 
HAYES JAMES W 
HERRMANN JOHN P 
HUTTON ELEANOR J 
JAMES BEVERLY A 
KAMENA ROBERT F & SUE A 
KING ARIC A & KATHRYN J & 
KUJAWA LOREN JAMES & BARBARA A 
LAPKA SCOTT A & CYNTHIA L 
LUNDIN RUSSELL A 

LYNCHARD RODNEY E & DEBBIE D 
MARRIOTT JAMES & PEGGY 
MCKENZIE CO INC 
MOHR BRUCE E 
MOHR MERLYN & BRUCE & DALE 
MUNRO DREW N & JULIE 
NEISESS JOSEPH D JR & SONYA A 
NOBLE CHRISTOPHER & 
ONEIL JAMES LELAND & 
PARKER ROBERT A & JESSIE M 
PERSON JON E & SUE F & 
PETERSON MICHAEL D & JOANI M 
PIVAL ROBERT R 
PLUM CREEK TIMBERLANDS LP 
POULIN JOSEPH F & ELIZABETH AN 
PRAUSE WILLIAM C 
PURDY ARTHUR T & 
RACICOT JAMES V 
RACICOT JAMES V & CHARLES L & 
RAMLO JAY M 
RUDIG RICHARD D & SHARRON D 
SCHILE PHILIP & BARBARA 
SCHMIDT MICHAEL C 
SEBER GLENN M  
SICHTING FRED JR & KIMBERLY L 
SICHTING FRED R & DIXIE L 
SICHTING JAMES G 
SIEVERS JOHN P 
SIEVERS PAUL D 
STUBBS CALVIN R & THERESA A 
TARBERT ERNEST F & HELEN E 
VANSICKLE RICHARD C & DEBRA L 
VIGNALI EMIL A & NANCY A 
WARNER JEROME L & KAREN S 
WATSON DAVID R & MARTA L TTEES 
WISE HAROLD & MARY 
WOOD ROY & JAN M 
WRIGHT WADE L & CORINNE L 
ZEARFOSS JACK H II  
ZWANG DAVID & DEBORAH 
Hanson Pat & Maury Anderson 
ZWANG Bruce 
Williams Peggy & Duane 
Altman Gary 
Anderson David 
Morey Jim 
PURDY ARTHUR T  
Jeresek Jon 
Senator Aubyn Curtiss 
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Montana Department of Transportation 
 

 
Jim Lynch, Director 

Brian Schweitzer, Governor 
 

 
October 5, 2007 
 
  
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  
 

For more information: 
Dwane Kailey, Missoula District Administrator, 406-523-5802 
Tom Kahle, Project Manager, 406-444-9211 
Pamela Murray, Community Outreach, 801-288-3250 
 

 
Meeting slated to discuss corridor planning study – Highway 567 in 

Lincoln County  

 
The Montana Department of Transportation (MDT) is conducting a public meeting to discuss 
the findings of the Corridor Planning Study regarding 14 miles of Highway 567 also known as 
Pipe Creek Road north of Libby, beginning at milepost 6.1 (Bobtail Cutoff Road) and extending 
to milepost 20.10 (Turner Mountain Road).  The doors will open at 6:30 pm with the 
presentation beginning at 7 pm on Wednesday, October  24, 2007, at the Ponderosa Room in 
City Hall, 952 E. Spruce Street in Libby. 
 
This public meeting will kick off a 30-day public comment period that will end November 30, 
2007.  Copies of the final report can be found  on the study website 
http://www.mdt.mt.gov/pubinvolve/libby/ at the Refrence Librarian’s Desk at Lincoln County 
Library, 220 W. 6th Street in Libby, at Libby City Hall front desk 952 E. Spruce, at the Reference 
Librarian’s desk at Flathead County Library Kalispell, 247 First Avenue East, at the MDT District 
office Missoula, 2100 W Broadway, and at the Lincoln County Courthouse, 512 California Ave in 
Libby. 
 
Continued community participation is a very important part of the process, and the public is 
encouraged to attend.  Opinion and comments may also be submitted in writing at the meeting, 
by mail to Tom Kahle, Project Manager, MDT Headquarters, P. O. Box 201001, Helena, MT 
59620-1001 or online at www.mdt.mt.gov/mdt/comment_form.shtml  Please indicate comments 
are for Highway 567 Study in Lincoln County. 
 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the existing roadway conditions and safety, and determine 
if improvements are needed for HWY 567 (Pipe Creek Road).  The planning process considers 
the needs of local residents and property owners in Libby and Yaak, as well as, the traveling 
public.  Part of the planning process entails the following:  assessment of the sensitive 
environmental surroundings of the road, current and future traffic volumes and speed, current 
roadway condition, wildlife crossings, and user safety.  The study findings will be presented at the 
meeting and there will be a review of the feasible roadway improvements, if any, that may be 
needed in the future.   
 
MDT attempts to provide accommodations for any known disability that may interfere with a 
person’s participation in any service, program or activity of our department.  If you require 
reasonable accommodations to participate in this meeting, please call Tom Kahle at (406) 444-
9211 at least three days before the meeting.  For the hearing impaired, the TTY number is (406) 
444-7696 or 1-800-335-7592, or call Montana Relay at 711.  Alternative accessible formats of 
pertinent information will be provided upon request. 
 
------------------------------------------END------------------------------------------------ 
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